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enna END ADULTERATING COMB AND LIQUID
sale. there iis ‘but little ‘aleasenens in ndul,
HONEY.
terate with glucose, especially as the quality
of glucose at all fit for the purpose is worth
IS THERE SUCH A THING AS MANUFACTURED HON- from 44 to5cents per pound. On this acEY AND MANUFACTURED EGGS?
count I believe there is but very little honey
| to be foundon our markets.now that is adulHE following letter was forwarded to | terated. Perhaps I may add, thata good many
us through the kindness of the
pub- mistakes anda good deal of uncharitablelisher of the American Grocer, with an ness havearisen from the fact that both pure
expression that I should answer it for honey and pure glucose (or corn syrup) are,
publication :
chemically speaking, pretty nearly the same
Editor American Grocer :—Will you be kind enough
namely, grape sugar—glucose being
to give me information about manufactured honey, thing;
if there is such a thing? I think you have publish- grape sugar manufactured expressly for the
ed articles on it in your paper, but I have failed to purpose of making it retain a permanent lisee them. If you will give me the numbers of your quid form. In California, excellent honey
paper that have contained the articles, and where I
can get them, or answer this through your paper, is now sold in {quantities as low as 3 cents
you will oblige. Also, is there such a thing as man- per pound. This state of affairs makes it
more feasible and more likely that glucose
ufactured eggs?
J. HH. WHITE.
Bridgeport, Ct., Oct. 26, 1886,
should be adulterated with honey,
than that
}
In response to the above request we sent honey should be adulterated with glucose.
the followin reply, which was in the Amer: The press low prices of cane sugar, also,
ican Grocer for Nov. 11:
have been discouraging to those engaged iin
We are very glad indeed to answer the por- | adulterating sweets.
tion of the above that refers to our branch | Bee-keepers have also’ beenTaccused of
of agricultural industry, especially as the | feeding their bees glucose, and ‘then taking
honey-business is one
to be a branei of |it from the combs and selling it as honey.
no mean pretensions
hen liquid honey| This foolish piece of slander on our beesold at from 20 to 25 cents per pound, and| keeping brethren was probably first’ started
glucose, or corn syrup, was worth only from | by some one who did not even know that
oto6 cents per pound, there was a great | bees do not make honey—they simply gather
temptation toward adulteration ; and eight
| it. The act of storing it in the cells does
or ten years ago it was probably a fact that
| not change it in any respect. If you feed
a great eer of the liquid honey in glass |the bees sugar syrup, it will be sugar syrup
jars and
tumblers to be found in our mar-| when it is taken*away from them. The
ets, was more or less adulterated. Now, |same is true“of glucose or any other substihowever, when liquid honey is sold at from| tute for honey.
Sto 10 cents retail, and 5 to 7 cents whole- |
We now come to artificial comb honey.
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The only way in which it is possible to put
a spurious article of comb honey on the
market would be ~ feeding the bees glucose
or some other substitute for honey; and
there would be a greater probability of this
being done, because comb honey usually
commands a half more in price than liquid
honey, were it not for the fact that the bees
must consume a very large quantity of honey or other sweets to enable them to secrete
avery small quantity of white wax from
which the comb is made. This latter fact
has been so well proven by the experiments
of hundreds of bee-keepers, that the practice of feeding liquid honey, in order to make
the bees store comb honey, is now, I believe,
universally abandoned.
As an illustration :
When the honey season closes in the fall,
most bee-keepers find themselves in the possession of more or less sections of nice, marketable comb honey, with cells not quite finished. A large apiarist frequently has a ton
or more of such unfinished sections. A little
feeding would enable him to finish these out,
ut them on the market, and get his cash,
instead of waiting a whole year to have
them finished. On this account it would be
extremely convenient to feed enough pure
honey to get them finished.
Well, sometimes
this will pay ; but we have all found out that
so large a quantity of honey must be given
to the bees to get just a little put back into
these unfinished combs, that even this has
been mostly abandoned.
Our last point is in reply to the newspaper
statements that were so widespread a year
or two ago, to the effect that our comb
honey on the market was made by machinery, and that neither comb nor contents ever
came from a bee-hive.
So widespread
was this falsehood, that in our journal of
Nov. 1, 1885, page 738, I offered $1000 to anybody who would tell me where such spurious
comb honey was made. No one has ever
given the information, neither has one
ounce of manufactured comb honey ever
been forthcoming.
It isa mechanical impossibilitv, and will,in my opinion, remain
so. It is true, bee-keepers use largely what
we call ‘comb foundation,” that is, sheets
of beeswax stamped with the impress of the
base of the honey-comb.
The bees use this,
draw out the cells, and fill them with honey;
but as these sheéts are always pure beeswax
(in fact, a substitute that will answer even tolerably has never yet been discovered) there
is nothing really spurious about it. I hardly need add, that the above slanderous report
in regard to bogus comb honey was very
damaging to the bee-keeping industry. It
probably obtained wider credence because
one Prof. Wylie, some years ago, started it
by what he termed a“ scientific pleasantry.”
In regard to the artificial eggs, I believe
this will be a feat still more difficult to accomplish than making artificial honey-comb.
especially if these artificial eggs are expected
tohatch. Some of the newspapers have jocosely declared that such eggs would hatch,
but that the chickens did not have any
feathers on them, the invention not yet being sufficiently ** perfected,” etc.
The adulteration of our food products
is indeed a terrible wrong, and T believe the
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bee-men are as much in earnest about it as
are the dairy-men ; and if there is any thing
we can doasaclass toward putting these
thieves and blacklegs behind such strong
iron bars that they will have to be honest, we
stand ready to do it; and thousands of us
are willing to give our voices, our strength,
and our money toward helping to punish
the guilty. But let us have charity for each
other, and be slow about rushing to the cpnclusion that everybody is a rogue except—
Your humble servant.
a
rl or
FIRST-CLASS EXTRACTED HONEY.
CAN IT BE RIPENED BY ARTIFICIAL MEANS SO AS
TO EQUAL THAT RIPENED IN THE HIVES?
Fit were not a question of great importance,
and one with which I have experimented a
great deal, I wouldn’t occupy your valuable
space and my own limited time in controverting what I believe to be one of the few erroneous doctrines of our highly respected friend
Muth. I refer to his teachings, that first-class extracted honey can be obtained by taking it from
the hive before being capped, or “ ripened,” and
ripening it afterward by atmospheric action. I
am aware that this is one of friend Muth’s old, old
hobbies, but one which either will not fit all locations, or else he is mistaken in regard to the character of first-class extracted honey.
Fifteen years ago I procured two tin tanks, with
gates at the bottom, holding 450 and 550 Ibs. respectively. My honey-house was arranged just
right for the atmospheric curing process; and
while the effect was to greatly improve the raw
honey, it did not, and I believe can not, ripen it to
that sweet, oily flavor and consistency found in old
comb honey. Endeavoring to carry the same principle further, I purchased 400 one-gallon stone jars
and stored my honey in them, piling them on top
of each other with sticks between, to give free
circulation of warm dry air over the comparatively
broad surface of these small receptacles. This
carried the principle to greater perfection, but by
no means to equalthe extracted honey I am producing at the presenttime. My 1886 crop of extracted, alone reaches about 30,000 lbs., nearly all
clover and basswood, as, owing to the drought, our
fall flowers yieided but little more than winter supplies, and I am, as usual, jobbing it out to beekeepers and consumers in 50 and 100 Ib. lots; and I
sincerely believe, that, should I begin filling orders
with honey ripened a la friend Muth, I would soon
hear a buzzing in my ears, and my rapidly growing
trade would as rapidly diminish. I believe I have
learned the fact, that extracted honey is depreciated in price, as compared with comb honey, mainly because it is rarely found to be its equal in
quality.
I have just been reading friend Blanton's wail,
on page 851; also your foot-notes, where you ask if
extracted honey at 5 cts. per lb. can not successfully compete with cane sugar? I should like to
answer, by saying that I haven't the least idea that
it would compete with cane sugar at even 2% cts.
per lb. You will remember, that years ago I was
abused by some enthusiastic bee-keepers for
predicting this state of affairs, which is confirming
what I then declared; viz., that honey could not
be produced ata price toever make ita success:
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ful competitor of cane sugar, except for the
small amount demanded for sweet sauce and
table ornament; that, hence, it never would become a staple, always remaining a commodity,
which could easily oversupply the demand. Does
not Mr. Dorthman’s sad account, found on page
857, verify both of my propositions, so far laid
down in this article?
REVERSING.
I notice, on page 858, that friend Hawk has failed
to accomplish what he desired, either by broodcomb crowding or reversing. As Ihave had much
experience with both methods, he reports just
what I should expect to result from crowding
brood-combs together. But if Mr. Hawk will continue the inverting system, especially if properly
combined with contraction and alternating of the
brood-chamber;in two horizontal sections, till he
strikes the right system of manipulation for his location, I think I may say that I know he will succeed in devoting his brood-chamber to brood, and
his surplus cases to surplus honey, which we all so
much desire, and that, too, with the least amount
of time, trouble, or exposure to robbing-bees.
GERMAN BEES.
On page 859, 1 see that Ralph E. Gould, who is
evidently a practical honey-producer, has been
testing the comparative merits of the German, Syrian, Italian, and other races of bees, and reports the
same as I always expect to see, with the best strain
of German bees in the hands of a bee-master; viz.,
that, for the most and nicest surplus comb honey,
no bees known to man will excel the Gtrman variety. Lam always pleased to see these bees receive
the just praise that their many superior characteristics warrant.
JAMES HEDDON.
Dowagiac, Mich., Nov., 1886.
Friend H.,I did not understand Mr. Muth
to claim, particularly, that honey thus ripened would be equal to the best ripened in the
hives, sO your opinions may not necessarily
differ, after all; but what friend Muth told
us will be of great advantage, certainly to
those who have unripened honey on their
hands. ButI agree with you in thinking
the bees ripen it better, certainly, if not
cheaper than we can by any artificial means.
Friend M. sends out very nice extracted
honey. Now, right here comes in a point:
Do you permit the bees to cap all the honey
before extracting. or do you wait until they
commence capping? You may have given
your experience in this matter
before, but it
was probably some time ago, and we should
like to hear it again. And, by the way, will
you give us your latest experience in the
operation of extracting the honey with the
least amount of labor consistent with getting the very best article? Where one works
for extracted honey, how about reversing
combs? and how much reversing is expedient? I did not expect extracted honey was
going to affect the price of sugar very much ;
but I did think, and I do think, that when
people will begin to reason this way: ‘‘Why,
at the price it is now offered, it is not much
if any more expensive than the syrups and
sugar we use,’ then nice honey will come
sey near mo,
staple as butter.—I
now the German
s have been called by a
few individuals better than the Italians, for
comb honey; but I do not know that I have
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heard anybody claim that they would ig
even as much where the extractor is used.
rr
a i
A HORSE

OF

WONDERFUL
GENCE.

INTELLI-

MY BROTHER IN CALIFORNIA ALSO GIVES US A
SKETCH OF BEE-HIVES IN THE GROUND.
ROTHER AMOS:—I have owned one of my
horses almost three years, and have only
just found out how intelligent she is, The
forehead is full, and I have known she was
almost human ever since I owned her. She
had been raised to herd cattle until 1 got her. The
other afternoon my two cows got off to their old
home, about four miles, and Dolly and I went after
them and got them started back to where the road
forks out each side of the farm. ‘The cows would
get to the forks and run down one, and I would
have to run and head them off, and then they would
run back the other road, and run into the timber.
I then got off and left Dolly standing in the road,
while I went into the underbrush to get them out.
Dolly saw me start them out, and she then gave a
loud neigh and started offonagallop.
I thought
she had gone home and left me; but on getting out
to the forks of the road I found her standing on the
opposite forks, with her ears back, ready to drive
them on to the road leading home. The cattle are
very gentle; and if they do not goto suit her she
will put back her ears and bite at them. She does
not bite hard, but just gets their skin between
her teeth, and pincbes, and they soon learn to skip
out of herway. If they turn out of the road she
goes out after them, and heads them off. Several
people want to biy her, but they have not money
enough. ‘To say that I was astonished, wou!d be
speaking mildly of her great intelligence.
While out riding, looking for my cattle last weck,
I found a bee-cave a short distance from the house.
Saturday afternoon I took my hired man, and we
went down into the ravine and dug the dirt away,
and got out about 150 lbs. of nice honey. They had
made it ina hole that the rains had tunneled out.
The first rain would have washed them all out.
There are several others around.
The ground
seems to be a natural place for bees. The sides
they had all waxed ncely, and ‘twas cool down in
there the hottest of weather. They are nice Italians, and not cross (1 put a hive with comb foundation for them to go into.
Later.—Now, the laugh comes on me right here.
As I went down to see about the hive I left to get
the bees in, | found I had made a mistake, and the
original swarm was there yet, and we had taken up
another cave, about one rod below, thinking it was
the one FT found. Now the question is, What shall
we do with the honey? In San Diego it is not
worth more than 3 ¢ts. per lb., and we have all we
want to edt; but it is of excellent flavor. If we let
it stay much longer the rains will wash it all away—
bees, honey, and all.
M.S. Roor.
San Diego, Cal., Oct. 26, 1886,
Thanks, brother Marsh.
It must be the
Root family take naturally to domestic animals, as it seems you have been getting acquainted with your horses and cattle, just
as [ have been getting acquainted with ours
here in Ohio.—The information you give us
in regard to the bee-caves is a valuable con-
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tribution to our knowledge. I presume the | and the water takes itself away. There is so iittle
bees feel safe to take up with such a habita- | impurity in this water that we let it run off on the
tion, because you have so many months ab-— grass. During the heat of summer, nearly every
solutely without rain.
[ suppose, that in member of the family uses that tub every night,
your State one might start a big apiary, the hired man as well as the rest. It gives good rewithout very much of a cash outlay: that is, | freshing sleep, and, of course, better health, and
us fast as the swarms come off he could dig keeps the bedding much cleaner. Working in the
holes in the ground, and hive them, and so | dirt is healthful and enjoyable, if ong can clean up
on, until the rainy season came. With such as soon as he is through, and slip on clean clothes
wonderful yields of honey as you occasion- for the evening and night. But how many workers
ally have there, doubtless an enormous in- inthe soil do? My idea was to have it so hahdy
crease could be secured ina single season that it wouid be almost no trouble to keep clean,
by securing a strain of bees much given to ' and then it would be likely to be done. I never
swarming; and who knows but that it is spent so small a sum that gave so great and eontinpossible to cut atrench around the underground hives in such a way as to keep the | ued satisfaction; and as copper and lead won't rust,
rain from them, and thus have them winter it is there forlife. Yes, we used to bathe aftera
over ? A wooden bowl, or something of the | fashion, occasionally (before we got the bath-tub)
kind, laid right above the brood-nest, would | in awash-tub or some smaller dish; but it was so
probably be all the protection needed, from | much trouble getting the water ready, and carrying
frosts such as you have.
You know I am it out, that it didn’t get done any too often, and it
very fond of having things cheap, and took away much of the enjoyment. And then the
this idea promises cheapness, without any ' poor hired man! I suppose on many farms he has
no chance to bathe, from one week's end to anmistake.
Tr
other. He is too bashful, perhaps, to ask for a tub
and towel to take to the barn.
BATH-TUBS.
| Not long since, a farmer who had gone to considerFRIEND TERRY DISCUSSES AN IMPORTANT SUBJECT. | able expense to put up & windmill and tank, to furRIEND ROOT:—In the best houses in the city, nish water for his cattle, complained to me that his
convenient bathing arrangements are quite cows didn’t seem to like the water, for some reason.
common; in fact, they arethe rule. But bow is | Like him, I couldn’t see why, until IT learned afteritin the country, among the rural population? ward that the hired man and employer's son were
lt seems to bea general idea there, that a in the habit of getting a good bath in that tank,
bath-tub is a luxury beyond their means, or, per- nights, after the folks were in bed! <A hired man
haps, they haven't thought much about it, but have who works for one of the most respectable farmers
yone along as their parents did beforethem. Or, in Ohio went home in July (began work in the
possibly, they have wanted such conveniences, and spring), and went in bathing in a pond, and made
didn't know just how to go to work to get them. the remark, “ This is the first wash I have had this
Perhaps I can help some such persons alittle by my season!” Just thinkof that—going around with
experience, as I did friend Mattoon, of Atwater, O., | the filth of months accumulated on his body ! And
by calling attention in GLEANINGS to our water-cart oftentimes the hired men are not the only ones who
for receiving the kitchen-slops.
Friend M., who are in this fix, 1 am sorry to say.
Now, this is an unpleasant matter to write about;
has one, writes, “‘Am very much pleased with it.
but there is a wrong here that ought to be correctIt is what we have needed for a long time.”
When we were building our house, three years ed. Of all men, farmers most need frequent baths
ago, we bought at a plumber's establishment in the (and I take it bee-men are mostly farmers), and it
city a copper bath-tub,6 ft. long. They come all | may be safely said that they get the fewest. Just
built ina nice pine box. Inthe city houses, the think: At a rough estimate there are over two millcarpenter puts fancy work around this, at consider- ion pores through which comes the insensible perable expense. We did not care for this, but just set spiration of the body. This makes some 27 miles of
the box in the room over the kitchen, putting a tubing. The matter that comes out of it is quite
narrow strip of wood around on top, and painting similar to the excretions of the kidneys. Stop this
that and the outside of box. Then we got acom- | insensible perspiration entirely by an air-tight varmon pump and some '3-inch and 1's-inch Jead pipe. ' nish, and the person must die. Stop it partly, with
The pump was placed on a shelf on one side of the a thick coat of dirt and sweat and grime, and the
tub, and connected with the kitchen cistern with the health must suffer. First of all, should we fix con1s-inch pipe. The 13-inch pipe was used to carry the | venient bathing arrangements on acount of the
waste water from the tub down in the partition and health of our children and men. I think Dr. Gunn
out at the rear of the house. Then alittle stove was once said, that filthiness is one great cause of
put up to heat the room in cold weather. I do not | rheumatism. Then it will pay in dollars and cents.
remember exactly, but. I think the entire cost | Aclean man sleeps better, feels better, and works
was something less than &25.00 — possibly not better. I know, friend Root, that you would take
over $20.00, and we have just as convenient a ' pleasure in ordering a bath-tub for any reader of
bathing arrangemert as any farmer needs.
Of GLEANINGS, who needs one, and I do hope my few
course, he can spend 200.00 in fitting up a bathing- | words may cause some not only to think about the
room, if he is able; but this is beyond the means of | matter, but to sit right down and send for one.
Hudson, O.
T. B. TERRY.
the masses. We have a large reservoir on our kitchen stove, and whenever there is a fire this furnishes | Friend T., it seems a little singular that
hot water. It takes but a moment to dip out and | we have got just such a bath-tub for our
carry up a pailful, and then pump in cold water to ' new house as you have, and that our experi/ence since using it has been so very much
suit the feelings.
After bathing you have only to pull the plug out, ‘like vours. There is one point. however.
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garden; and as he returned to her kitchen in so
short a time, she supposed he had been obliged to
abandon the pursuit; but as her eyes rested on his
boyish face (which was usually pale, but now his
cheeks were all aglow, with great drops of sweat
on his forehead), she detected, before he recovered
breath sufficient to tell her, that he had met with
success.
Previous to the opening of our story, Arthur had
often heard his mother propose to his father, that,
even if he thought he could not handle bees, as it
is termed, in any other way, be might have a large
old-fashioned hive made, and keep it in some loft,
so that they might at least have honey for their
family; but no persuasion could convince him that
he could take care of them in any form whatever.
Perhaps the reader will readily imagine that
Arthur's mother had had some personal knowledge
of them. Such was the case; and from her earliest
rememberance until she was quite a child, her
father kept them in the manner I have just alluded
to, and she had often assisted him in his work.
Fearing, however, that some accident might cccur,
she was yery cautious not to over-urge.
To return to Arthur: After a short interview
with his mother, he hastened to the field where his
father was at work, and gave hima full account
of what had happened, with an urgent request that
he should assist in securing them. After much
deliberation his father promised to see what could
be done, much to the gratification of all. As supper time had arrived, the meal was hastily caten,
without any reference to the day.
By this time Arthur had become more composed,
and thought best to go back to the spot where he
had left his bees, to see if they were really there,
and were as he had represented, while his father
should find something in which to hive them.
Nothing seemed available for immediate use, except a salt-barrel, which was soon sawed in two
and made ready.
ARTHUR’S BEES.
Arthur's quick return was sufficient proof that
his bees were still there; and as soon as they were
A Story for Boys.
as well equipped for such an emergency as could
be expected, they left the house, with the precauBY MRS. CASTELLA WHITMAN.
tions of the family still ringing in their ears.
7 RTHUR was the eldest son of a farmer who
Success attended their efforts; and Arthur, upon
lived in the southern part of one of the their return home gave his father many compliNorthern States, a few miles from one of ments (in his boyish way) for his courage. “ Why,”
the towns that dot the surrounding country. he said, “father even drew off his gloves, and actThe origin of the following story has for ually scraped the bees from the would-be hive, as,
its date July 4, 188-. As Arthur and his brothers in their haste, after they once commenced enterhad met with a great disappointment, their mother ing it, many crawled up the sides.”
was anxious to make them as happy, and home as
The next thing to be done was to select a place
pleasant, as possible.
Knowing that they were suitable for them. Finally it was decided to place
extremely fond of strawberry shortcake, and that them under a large apple-tree in the rear and a
a few yet remained, she suggested that, if they little to one side of the house. As nothing more
could pick them for her, she would make one for could be done until dark, each one took his acsupper.
customed place at the chores, which at least every
While thus engaged, one of them remarked that farmer-boy knows better of what they consist
they must have disturbed a bumble-bees’ nest, as thanT have room here to describe. In due time
the buzzing of bees attracted their attention. father and son had the satisfaction of sceing the
Scarcely were the words spoken, when it was bees placed in their assigned quarters. That night,
evident whence the noise proceeded, for a swarm as Arthur and his brothers were reviewing the day,
of bees was passing just over their heads. Ar- they thought they had enjoyed it as much after
thur gave chase, and followed them nearly half all as if they had been permitted to attend what
a mile, across fields and over fences: then, coming entertainments the town afforded. Their mother
in contact with a tree, they clustered on one of its here remarked, ** My boys, you will seldom regret
lower branches.
it if you willingly obey that which your parents
Arthur’s mother had been informed by one of think is for your good.”
the younger boys of what had transpired in the
Continued Dec. 15.
you have not mentioned—the bath isa stimulant. Over and over again, when Saturday
night has come.I have declared I was too
tired to move one foot after another, much
less take a bath. ‘* But,’ says my wife,
** you know a bath will rest you. Time and
again
you have tried it.” Itis true; and
when I get through I am ready to sit down
and read my agricultural papers, and visit
with the rest of the family, as if I had just
got up in the morning.
I never knew it to
fail of making me feel rested and vigorous and strong. When a friend visits
us, and we wish to have him enjoy fully all
our home affords in the way of enjoyment.
we ask him if he would not like to try our
steam bath-tub, and words of praise follow
at once; in fact, it is so much liked that
sometimes one occupant follows another until the ‘‘ machine”’ is ay a going for quite a
spell. I firmly believe that a man or woman
will do more work, save money and doctors’
bills, and live longer, by having such a bathroom as you describe, with every thing so
handy that omen
is a pastime instead of
something to dread. And. friend Terry, especially do I like what you have to say in
the above paper in regard to the ‘hired
man.’’ May God help us to think of and
plan for the above individual a little more,
instead of finding so much fault with him!
If he were provided with the conveniences
such as you describe, and asked to avail himself of them, very likely we should find him
more accommodating, more cheerful, and
more inclined to look out fur his employer's
interests. I will willingly correspond with
the manufacturers of these tin-lined copper
bath-tubs, and ascertain how low I can have
them if I buy a number at a time for our
bee-keeping friends. Ours cost $13.00,
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und up to this date the question stands open in my
mind. But such disinterested solicitude should not
go unrewarded.
WRITTEN FOR THE INDIANAPOLIS CONVENTION,
Now, I am free to admit that 1 have a sort of adBUT NOT USED FOR-WANT OF TIME.
miration for bee-keepers us a class—men and women. T might name several of them, except for my
SHE following letter was forwarded us extreme bashfulness.
But I will not refrain from
through the kindness of Mrs. Rob- speaking words of commendation for our estimable
bins. You will notice the article was friend, one of our fathers in apiculture—Mr. A. I.
written to be read at the convention, Root.
and not to be published in GLEANI have never had the pleasure of seeing him ; but
IN@S, which fact may induce our friends to
overlook the exceedingly kind words ad- how could I help knowing him, after having seen
so many interesting places and things through his
dressed to the editor of GLEANINGs:
pen—Mr. W. W. Rawson’s cucumber- greenhouses
Mrs. Cassandra Robbins: Dear Madam:—The eve- and hot-beds at Arlington, Mass., for instance.
ning that GLEANINGS of Sept. 15 came, among oth- Why, I almost wanted to begin work at once ina
er things of interest I read the extended notice and greenhouse and garden of myown.
And thenI
programme of the N. A. B. K. Society, and again should like to shake hands with him on the tobacco
I was seized with a desire to accept your kind invi- question, for I, too, hate that weed. J wonder how
tation to attend the convention, and beho!d the it is that he succeeds in helping so many to disconfaces, and sit at the feet, and learn of my numer- tinue itsuse. It can not be simply the gift of a
ous acquaintances which I have gained through smoker, for that, in these chronic cases, would not
the medium of the American Bee Journal and serve asaleast inducement. But, above all, he seems
GLEANINGS.
Py
to be a man who lives his religion every day, and
Butin that programme I did not find a certain his articles and little suggestions are so helpful to
thing mentioned for consideration in which I us all who would know the better way, seek peace,
should suppose all Western bee-keepers would take and love righteousness.
unbounded interest; viz., manufactured comb |
And now, in conclusion, allow me to briefly conhoney.
Two orthree yearsago I met an elderly gentle- | gratulate all who have the pleasue of attending
May each be socially benefited,
man from’ Kansas, who, knowing I was an apiarist, your convention.
informed me that people “out west’? made honey, and reeecive and impart largely of information. I
comb and all, by machinery.
1 “ disdoubted"’ his hope you will not be denied the presence of any
statement, as the boy said, but failed to convince *‘quantity ’’ of patent-right men, with their various
wares—every one of whom has the best in the marhim of his error, and you will pardon me if I could
not help smiling while he was talking. It was ket; for what is a bee-keepers’ convention without
probably constitutional with him, so we must be them?
Very cordially your bee-sister,
charitable, knowing that—
Shoreham, Vt.
MARCTA A. DOUGLASS.
** Men are preverse and oncertain crecters,
And forget that ‘tain’t likely to happen,
Their own private fancies
I am very glad, my good friend, to know
Can always be cappen!"
that you are interested in cucumber greenNow, to take the aforesaid industry a little near- houses. I have oftentimes wondered whether home:
er the readers of GLEANINGS were interested
In the American Bee Journal of Jan. 13, 1886, we in following me through this (to me) wonread: “I went toone grocer in this city who had derful, and, in some respects, unexplored
recently purchased from Ohio, 1000 lbs. of what he region of vegetable life as well as insect-life.
honestly supposed to be real honey, and convinced I do think a small greenhouse would be next
him in five minutes that almost the entire quantity toa piano or organ for every home; and I
was made up of syrup, deftly secured incomb. He do not believe it would be money wasted
either, especially if the women-folks had ensimply said,‘ What are we coming to?” ”
enough to keep it neat and tidy.
** Who is here so base that would be a bondiman ? thusiasm
If any, speak; for him have I offended. I pause Blue Eyes is just now on a big tease fora
little greenhouse.
She can hardly think of
for a reply.”
Mrs. Robbins, you are quite right, I believe, in en- any thing else, and she and her papa bid
tertaining the idea that women are well adapted fair to revive the pleasant relations that exto the pursuit of bee culture. Our brothers are isted between them eleven or twelve years
often a great help to us in this asin other callings, ago. You see, she is now almost fourteen
yeats old. I had hoped she might become a
and, withal, so self-sacrificing.
vee-keeper; but if her taste should run to
One day last July my little seven-year-oid niece, floriculture instead, I will try to be conFlorence, was visiting here. A short time previous tent.—By the way, my good friend, are you
she had been in the honey-house of a bee-keeper not a little uncharitable toward that brother
not forty miles from here, who bad recently ob- who offered to sell you his old extractor?
tained a new machine in place of his old inferior May be he thought that, with your comparaand perhaps slightly disabled one, which worked tively limited number of colonies, it would
aimirably; and, what do you think? Out of the answer just as well as a new one, and would
exceeding generosity of his great heart he told cost you very much less money.—I am much
Florence that that old machine would be just the obliged for your very kind words.
The toone for her aunt Marcia. Of course, my heart bacco business is God’s work, not mine.
I
went out in gratitude for his thoughtfulness in my am very thankful that I huve been worthy
used as an instrument in his
(?) behalf; but I was unable to see why J should not ve —
ands.
invest my money in a good machine as well as he;
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“HONEY IN TOO MUCH STYLE.”
MRS. CHADDOCK ALSO GIVES US A SENSIBLE
TALK UPON THE BEST GIRL.
WONDER if we are not getting our honey up in
> too much style. Style is all right for rich peoi ple whovare able to afford it; but it seems to
me that, when we get our honey into pound
packages, and then sell it to people who are
too poor to eat on a table-cloth, and who care nothing whatever for style, we are making them pay
for something that they do not want.
Two or three weeks ago | sold u mana box of
honey. I drove up to his grocery and gave bim the
box, and told him I would come back after I had
tied upthe team, and attend to it. J did not get
back quite us soon asl expected, and when I did
] heard the conversation in the next room. The
man said,“ May be she won't want you to cut it
out.”
*T don't care what she wants,’ said the woman;
‘‘we buy the honey, and pay for it. We can't eat
the boards, and we're not going to pay for them.
If we have got to eat boards for a living, we can go
to the lumber-yard and get some cheaper than
these.”
Here I went in, hoping to stop the desecration if
possible; but it was too late. I had been very careful to get that nice honey all into good shape,
rejecting, as I prepared it for market, all the sections that were not entirely sealed over, and leaving out all in which a single cell was broken; and,
after all, to have it cut out and broken out and
punched out, with great big thumbs and fingers,
and dumped into a big bucket to settle down and
all runinto each other, just to save paying for the
sections, was a little too much. I sustained myself as well as I could by repeating over to myself, ““Cast not your pearls before swine,’ and,
*Hethat is filthy, let him be filthy still,’ and other
scriptural injunctions, but all would not do—TI was
mad—not altogether from the money that the sections would bring, but the wooden-headedness of it
all. But I only said I'd know what kindof honey
to bring them in the future, and I'd cut it out at
home and bring it in in a bucket, and not have the
honey dripping all over town. Since then two
different parties have come here for honey, and
they both asked if I would not cut the honey out,
as the sections would be of no use to them. Just
then I thought of something, and said yes, I'd just
as soon cut it out as not; and I went to one of those
60-1. hives of drone-comb honey that I got when I
wasn't following Mr. Hutchinson’s method, and
cut out all they wanted, charging them just the
same as if I had sold them the 1-lb. sections. Then
I thought the matter over, and I have come tothe
conclusion that, for a certain class of customers,
our honey is too fine,and next year I’m going to
have considerable of that big drone-sheet honey, and
I'm going to sell it to all the people who don’t want
to pay for “the boards.” I'll give them their
choice, and charge them the same price. May be
if | were as poor as some of these folks who object to “the boards” I’d feel just as they do.
There's a great deal of human nature in folks anyway.
MRS. CHADDOCK’S LOW PRICE OF HONEY,
When I told in GLEANINGS what I was selling
honey for I little knew what trouble I was bringing
on myself. First, am scolded, Thin ; ople be-
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gin tosend to me for honey, and I have to write
and tell them that I have no honey to ship; I have
no honey to sell. Ihave some honey on hand; and
when people are sick, or have a wedding, and
come to me for honey, I always let them havea
little. Now, friends, kind friends, dear friends,
don’t any of you send to me for honey. I might
write to all of you, and explain bow it is; but 1 am
| almost always out of stamps; sometimes I have
letters to send away, and have to wait two whole
weeks till the hens lay enough eggs to buy the
stamps with. Of course, friendly letters, and complimentary ietters, are pleasant things to get,
although from = strangers; but nobody seems
strange to me; and if you are willing to wait on
the hens I'll answer them all. But when T geta
letter wanting boney, that sounds like business,
and I feel bound to auaswer it. IT mentioned the
price | was selling honey at, in one of the papers
that I write for under a nom de plume, and I received a note that had been sent to the editor, ask| ing him asagreat favor totell him who that wo'man was.
I thought, now here is an editor who
adinires my style, and wants to hire me to write
for his paper, and may be he'll pay me a hundred
dollars a year; and Isat down and wrote bim an
awful sweet letter, telling him who I was; and then
he wrote that what he wanted was to buy some
honey of me. I felt blank, ané answered him rather shortly, lam afraid. So, dear friends, I like you
ail; but poverty prevents my saying so in letters.
|
THE BEST GIRL.
] read lust week, in Harper's Bazar, a lament by
the editor. She says that our best young men don't
marry our best girls. She says that the poor young
men of the present are the rich and influential men
of the future, and that is true; but that these same
poor young men don't marry the best girls is not
true. She says the reason that the poor young men
don’t marry the rich young women, whom she
calls the best girls, is because the poor young
men can not afford to buy the ten-doilar bouquets
that custom demands him to give his partner ata
ball; therefore be stays away, and the best girls
have to hunt up somebody else. I know very little
about society in New York. I’ve had very few
ten-dollar bouquets presented to me; but I know
that the best girls are not the society belles of New
York or any other city. The best girls comprise the
army of school-teachers who, about the middle of
September or the first of October, begin their work
in colleges, graded schools, and little red schoolhouses all overthe United States. The best girls
are in that other army of clerks in all the stores of
the country and city. The best girls go in hundreds
to work in our factories, dress-making establishments, printing-offices, and in the service of the
Government. The best girls out in Dakota do
housework, and get frcm sixteen to twenty-four
dollars a month, besides their board. The best
girls are the working girls who don't wanta tendollar bouquet; and they marry our best young
men.
MAHALA B. CHADDOCK.
Vermont, Iil.
Mrs. C., you may remember that I have
written at different times about what we
call ‘* chunk honey ;”’ that is, when we have
honey that we can not get into good shape
any other way. we cut it out into tin pans or
basins, so much in a pan, and it has always
gone off pretty quickly, at about two or three
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cents less than our comb honey in sections.
You remember that friend Chapman (of the
Chapman honey-plant celebrity) has always
sold his honey in the same way. He putsa
dollar’s worth in a pan, and sells it, pan and
all, for a dollar.—I agree with your closing
remarks in regard to the * best girls.’ If
there are any better girls in the world than
those we have in our establishment, there is
aun encouraging future before the world just
now; and I believe that it is pretty generally agreed that the girls who belong to
** Root’s factory,” for general worth and intelligence, are welcomed in any society in or
round about Medina. They are foremost in
all good enterprises; they are conversant
with the current literature of the day; they
not only attend our best lectures, but they
are able to follow our brightest and best
thinkers; they are foremost in our prayermeetings, churches, and
Sunday-schools.
and they are able and willing and ready to
take hold of the great problems of the day.
cc,
I
SHADING HIVES IN WINTER.
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FRIEND DOOLITTLE’S VIEWS ON THE SUBJECT.
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hive is deep. This board is set on the bottom-board
| of the hive or the alighting-board, out about six
inches from the hive, when the top is leaned over
against the front of the hive. In this way there is
an average space of three inches all along the front
of the hive, so that a free cirenlation of air is allowed, thus keeping the front of the hive as cool as the
back side. When snow falls, the entrance is not
clogged with it, and it also keeps strong winds from
disturbing the cluster and cooling the interior of
the hive by blowinginat the entrance. Again, it
allows all the old bees to come out of the hive to
die, as they always will do if they can, so that the
entrance is not so liable to get clogged with dead
bees. When it is really warm enough for bees to tly,
this board is no hindrance to them, but, on the contrary,it keeps the entrance in such a condition that
they can fly at any time when it is warm enough,
without any assistance from the apiarist by way of
shoveling snow, etc. Inthe summer these boards
are left turned down right in front of the hive, so
as to give xa large even surface for the bees to alight
upon, as well as to help in keeping weeds and grass
down. Iam so well pleased with them that I could
not think now of getting along without them. As
they will soon be needed, I give this in time so allecan
try afew and see whether [am correct in my conclusion or not.
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
Borodino, N. Y.
Friend D., Lat one time thought a good
deal as you do; but I have so many times
| had, as I thought, abundant reason to think
that hives that stood in the sun did much
better than those that were on the north
|| side of the building, I concluded the sun
was a decided advantage in the end. Shad‘ing only the front of the hive in the way
you suggest, may make quite a difference,
however.
But, don’t these broad shading| boards warp up so as to get unsightly, when
| one side is against the ground, and the oth/er right under the blazing sun of summer?
| I know such a board keeps down weeds, but
|it makes such a lurking-place for spiders,
| toads, and other vermin, that we have sev| eral times rejected them. May be you clamp
your shade-buards to prevent warping; and
if so. we should be glad to know just how
you doit. We have never found the suna
a detriment in our locality.
oro
OO

~ CORRESPONDENT wishes to know if it will
do any good to shade hives, by way of preventing bees from coming out and dying on
the snow. To which I reply, Yes; and I
would also say that a shade of the right kind
is very beneficial in other ways. Some seem to
think that the sun does not warm up the interior of
a hive to any extent so as to disturb a healthy colony of bees; but from years of experience I am convinced that such are mistaken. Even chaff hives
are warmed clear through their thick walls so as
to make the bees break their cluster and run about
the south side of the hive, along the warm material,
to such an extent that it often results in disease.
Especially is this true if the hive is painted any color other than white; for the darker the color, the
more heat there is absorbed. 1 have repeatedly
looked into hives at about 3 Pp. M., on days when the
sun had been shining brightly; and although the
mercury then stood below the freezing-point in the
shade, the bees were lively and active across the
whole length of the front, or south side of the hive,
while the north side of the interior of the hive had
no bees about it, and that side of the cluster was
THE SOLAR WAX-EXTRACTOR.
unbroken. Besides this, many bees would come to
the entrance, and, finding it warm and nice there in ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT THE USE OF KEROSENE
the bright sunshine, out of the wind, would take
FOR LIGHTING FIRES.
wing, only to be chilled as soon as they left that
EAR
MR.
EDITOR:-—I promised last summer
comfortable nook, made so nice by the warm rays
to report, at the end of the season, as to the
of the sun. As night came on, the cluster was again i¢
value of the solar wax-extractor which you
formed, only to be broken the next day, and so on,
so kindly donated to our college. We like it
until disease was contracted, or the colony materi- |
so well that hereafter we shall use no others,
ally injured from the loss of bees.
After watching proceedings for some time I be- _ except in a very limited way, just to show our stugan experimenting by shading the front of a part 'deats how they work. First, this extractor is so
of the hives, while others were left as before. All ' convenient. It is ever ready, and we have only to
those shaded were found quiet, with an unbroken |throwin our old combs, fragments, or cappings,
cluster, at 3 P. M., while those not shaded continued ' when, ina few hours, we have them all rendered
to parade along the south side of the interior of the | into the very nicest wax—no firing up, no possible
hive, and fly out ‘and get lost. I now shaded all of | litter or muss, all clean and fresh, out in the pure
the hives, since which I have been far more suc- | air, where room is unstinted.
cessful in wintering. For a shade I use a board | Again, there is no danger of overheating and inabout one inch shorter than the front side of the |juring the wax. Without the least watching or
hive (hives face south), and a little wider than the ' care, we are sure of the very nicest of wax.
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We find it best to add only enough comb for one —I heartily indorse your remarks in regard
day’s rendering. This gives us better results than to kindling fires with kerosene. The
plan
to fill up the extractors, as in this way we get the you suggest is now in use in many families;
and a still cheaper absorbent of the oil than
wax very clean and nice.
I have learned one little lesson from this wax- a ball of rags is corn-cobs cut up into pieces
extractor experience. That is, when a man of the two inches long. Put these in a pail or
ability, candor, and experience of O. O. Poppleton stone jar, and pour on your kerosene. After
recommends an instrument, practice, or system, it they have absorbed all they will. pour off
is no part of wisdom to let the advice pass as an the residue and they will never drip. 1 beidle tale. We ought to have had a solar wax-extract- lieve there was at one time a patent on a
piece of pumice-stone fastened to the end
or years ago.
It may be said, ‘* Yes, wax-extractors are a good | of a piece of wire. This is dipped in a vesthing for one with a few colonies of bees; but they /sel of oil kept at some distance from the
| kitchen stove. After the fire is lighted, the
are not the thing for the * big guns.’"’ I do not see stone is removed by the wire handle, and
the foree of this. If they are desirable at all, I | can be used over and over again. One of
think they are forall. We can enlarge or multiply the advertisers in G:LEANINGS uses a little
the number of extractors, and thus secure the same | ball made of old newspapers.
advantages in a large apiary that the solar extract$I
or gives ina small bee-yard.
It seems to me that the style you sent leaves little | SELLING BEES AT-PUBLIC AUCTION.
to be desired—a plain tin-lined box with two hinged |
covers, one a glass one, the other wooden, lined | SOME SUGGESTIONS iN REGARD TO MANAGING
SUCH A SALE.
with either a tin reflector or a glass mirror. |
would add a couple of iron strips, one at each end,
HAD determined to reduce the number of my
so that the upper cover could be held in just the
colonies, and also sell most of the stock
position desired.
on the farm, in order to deyote more time
tothe ministry. It became a matter of considKEROSENE OLL.
erable anxiety as to whether the bees would
lum glad you have told the readers of GLEANiNGS how to light their smokers. The little oil-ean | sell for what they were worth, being late in the
is safe, and its use saves much valuable time. fall (19th of Oct.), when I was to have asule. Of
Knowing your desire to aid your readers in every course, the surplus honey was all removed, and the
way, I wish to add a word as to the use of kerosene crates and supers all packed away into the honeyoil. You know many use it to light the fires, espe- house. The apiary wore a kind of deserted appearcially in the kitchen stoves. I have seen several ance, as is usual when the season's operations are
parties turn kerosene right from the oil-can into a over. I stated, in the sale-bills, that the hives
stove, and in two cases there was abundant living would all be carefully and plainly numbered, and
coals in the stove at the time, as shown by examina- the purchaser’s name placed on the hive, and that
I would winter the bees, and guarantee them in
tion made upon the spot.
Our children were much amused the other day in good condition the 15th of April, 1887. Ialso went
reading in their Youth's Companion of aman who over the apiary before the sale, and carefully
‘swore aterrible oath; he said, ‘By hemlock.'” I graded them—No. 1, No. 2, Italians; and No. 3,
am sure such terrible swearing would almost be hybrids.
warranted by the sight of such a criminally careless
The day of sale proved to be very fine and sunny,
use of kerosene. I say criminally careless, and I and we had a large attendance. When we finally
mean it. It is a crime to thus endanger life came to the bees the bids ran up to $5.00 per colony
and property. In our own State there have been for the best, and all the No. 1 were taken at that
several funerals in consequence of just this reck- price. Then the No.2 ran up $4.50 per colony, and
less use of kerosene. It is certain that no one ever all of No. 2 were taken at that price.
The bidding was more tardy and lifeless on hyhas a right to induge in so foolhardy a practice.
I wish now to give a modification of this method, brids, but finally $3.50 was reached, and quite a
which is entirely safe, and which we find exceed- number were taken at that figure. But I concludingly convenient. We roll up a small roll of cotton ed not to urge the sale of them at that figure, and
cloth, about as large as asmall orange, and satu- sol have left on hand some 50 colonies, which I
rate this with kerosene. It is not necessary to add will keep and Italianize next season.
The situation of the bee-keeper has been someso much oil as to cause the rolls to drip, or to be
unpleasant to handle. These are kept in a safe what discouraging the past season, owing to the
place, in a close tin can; and as a dozen or so are depression of the market for honey. A _ great
made at once, they are always ready for use. One many farmers saved their bees over last winter,
of these, laid in a stove, and covered with the usual and nearly all have more or less, and quite a good
stovewood, placed as required to make a good fire, many had a surplus, and put it on the home market
and the ball then ignited, will give us a good fire in at a low price, on account of its being in bad shape.
I forgot to state that my terms of sale were 12
an astonishingly quick time. We value these keromonths without interest, and also that purchasers
sene balls very highly.
A. J. CooK.
bought only the lower story of hives, with the
Agricultural College, Mich.
Friend Cook, I knew, when Mr. Popple- option of taking the surplus arrangements in the
ton first told about the possibilities of the spring, at the regular price. The prices may seem
solar wax-extractor, that they ought to be low to many of my brother bee-keepers; but then,
offered for sale, and introduced generally; they were all disposed of in an hour; and considerbut with the many burdens on my time and ing the low price of all classes of produce, I don’t
brain I felt obliged to let it pass by. and so know but the bees sold for enough—at least, I feel
it went until it was revived by somelody else, pretty well satisfied.
[| am at present located
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(for three or four weeks) in the northwest corner ed, while the other two remained clear. Examinaof Iowa, holding a series of meetings. 1t was only tion, with a 6)0-power microscope showed that the
a few miles from here where, a short time ago, the clouded liquids were the scene of extensive funRev. Geo. Haddock was so cruelly murdered for goid operations. Bacteria of several forms were
his having taken an active part in sceing that our rolling and pushing and scrambling by and over
prohibition law is carried out. The effect of the each other, reminding one of a pond full of most
assassination of this: minister isto unite temper- active wrigglers, or polliwogs. This is a most
ance workers. Quite a number have expressed to wonderful sight. We take no more water than the
me here, that they have, only since they have smallest drop, and place this between two glusses,
witnessed this cruel murder, had their eyes opened placed fiat, the one on the other, and yet, wonderfulto relate, we see millions of these little wrigto the real wickedness of the rum power.
This is a beautiful country—rather too new for glers sailing about as though the world were bebees to do well, being mostly fresh prairie lands fore them, so small are these minute fungi. Similar examination showed that the clear liquid had
—not much white clover nor other honey-plants.
no such miniature life. Thus, while carbolie acid
D. E. BRUBAKER.
{and salicylic acid will prevent the development
Marcus, Cherokee Co., Ia., Oct. 30, 1886.
| of these minute fungi, coffee did not seem to do so.
eT eS
} Some of the cloudy liquid was then placed in
; each of these tubes, to which was added carbolic
BACTERIA.
FRIEND COOK THROWS SOME LIGHT ON THE SUB- acid, salicylic acid, and strong coffee, respectively.
In a few hours the odor and life had all disapJECT OF REMEDIES FOR FOUL BROOD.
peared from the two first tubes, while in the tube
THINK readers of GLEANINGS will be interest- with coffee the life and odor were still present.
r ed insome experiments that have just been Thus we conclude that coffee is worth more to
| carried on in our laboratory by one of my stu- nourish our bodies and tickle our palates than to
dents. It may not be known by all that all destroy foul brood or other bacteria. <A. J.CooK.
Agricultural College, Mich., Oct. 30, 1886.
putrefaction, or decay, of organic substances
of animal origin is due to the development of miWe are very glad indeed, friend C., to
nute vegetable organisms, or so-called “ bacteria.” hear of these experiments; and while they
These tiny plants scatter their still tinier seeds, or do not indicate positively that carbolic acid
spores, as they are called, which, as mere specks, and salicylic acid are antidotes for foul
not visible at all except when highly magnified, brood, it very much strengthens the idea. I
are borne everywhere by the air-currents, and so have all along felt that the suggestions
are ever ready to fall upon any inviting soil, where thrown out, that coffee might prove a remthey may germinate. The Bacterium termo, which edy for foul brood, was a mistake, and I am
looks like two links of a chain, finds the requisite glad that you have shown by actual experisoil and conditicons in dead animal tissues, and so ment that it has no effect one way or the
isever ready toseize uponthem. If the moisture other on bacteria. Now, are we to underand heat are sufficient, growth and development stand that an infusion of tomatoes, such as
take place, the dead tissue is consumed, the bacte- you made, will, after being exposed to a
warm temperature three or four days. alria grow apace, and, as a resuit of the changes, ways give birth to these same forms of bacfoul gases are given off, which quickly convey to teria? If so, I suppose the explanation
us, if we approach the seat of the phenomena, the would be that the spores of these lower
exact state of the case. Foul brood is much the forms of life are always floating about in the
same, only there the fungoid growths are able to atmosphere.
If this is so, we are forced to
fasten on to living organisms instead of dead conclude that the frosts of winter have no
tissue. All organic matter is susceptible to such effect in destroying the life of these spores.
attacks. Putrid or decaying milk suffers in the and I[ believe this is true in regard to real
same way. T. Landon Sanderson, a distinguished foul brood. A heat equal to boiling water,
English scientist, has just shown that milk is often however, if I am correct. destroys all insect
rendered very injurious toinfants if bottles are and vegetable life. Boiling water is, thereused that have rubber nipples, especially if long fore, the only safe means of rendering hives
rubber tubes are used. Bacteria develops in the and utensils, that have been in contact with
milk left in the tube; these are carried to the stom- foul brood, harmless for future use. I preach of the babe, and often continue to swarm and sume we are to understand from your remuitiply in the alimentary canal, and so injure marks, that phenol and carbolic acid are virif not victimize the helpless infant. Thus it is seen tually one and the same thing—at least, you
that only such apparatus should be used in such seem to use the terms indiscriminately.
I would place the use of common salt, as a
cases as can be thoroughly and perfectly cleansed
remedy for foul brood, in the same category
each time after use.
with
coffee. It has been suggested, that
Seeing the statementin the British Bee Journal, foul brood
is caused by lack of common
that not only carbolic acid and salicylic acid, but salt. Now, this is surely not so in our case.
also coffee, would destroy bacteria, I asked one of for we have been in the hebit for years of
my students to test the matter. The following is killing weeds in front of the entrances of
the result:
the hives with salt; and perhaps two or
Ripe tomatoes were placed in water, and slightly three barrels have been used for the purboiled. This decoction was then placed in several pose. Every time we have a light shower,
tubes. In one phenol was placed; in another, sal- the bees have salt water to their hearts’ conicylic acid; in another, a strong decoction of coffee, tent, right before their noses. Shall we not
while a fourth was left exposed with no fungicide let reason take the place of using drugs in
added. In four days the last two tubes were cloud- the dark, in the hope that we may pos-
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device that conceals the honey entirely from sight
is practicable. I received a lot of comb honey from
one of our leading honey-merchants last year, in
which the honey was packed in a box entirely from
FRIEND GOULD'S SECTIONS.
view, and might have been taken for a box of iron
or stone, and it got such usage that it was entirely
J. B. MASON GIVES HIS OPINION OF THEM.
smashed up. Now,if this honey had been shown
N looking over GLEANINGS of Nov. 1, page 858, I by glass at the sides it would not have been thrown
» find a description and also an illustration of around by the railroad men as it was.
, the Hutchins box, as described by Ralph E.
Mechanic Falls, Me.
J. B. MASON.
Gould. In these new things that are coming
Iam very much obliged to you, friend M.,
up daily, we want to learn all their good points, not only for the kind words you give us in
also all their bad points; and this is what our jour- the outset, but for the report you make in
nals are for, that we may communicate with each regard to the practical working of Gould's
other and thereby save others the expense of going system of getting comb honey. I did think
over the same ground to try things that have been of the light section, but forgot to mention it.
tested and found faulty. GLEANINGS has saved me Of course, they could be manufactured of
hundreds of dollars in this way. If GLEANINGS cost heavier material, without probably increasI also omitted
$25.00 per year I should consider it the best invest- ing the expense very much.
ment I could put $25.00 to, and here are some who to note the excessive freight charges that
can’t afford to pay $1.00 for it, or, at least, they purchasers would have to pay on boxes set
this, however, we
think they can’t. Well, all I can say is, it is poor up. Notwithstanding
judgment on their part. But, to return to the send out a good many sections folded up,
with starters put in. We had a little experiHutchins box.
In justice to friend Gould I will say I have never ence some time ago in receiving honey by
rail, that was boxed up tight so no one could
used this style of section, so due allowance should get
a glimpse of the contents.
It turned
be made in any thing I may say of the box. Possi- out about as you mention.
bly I might like it better after using it.
——————ay
ee
At our State Fair was the first time I ever saw the
box filled with honey. Friend Gould had quitea
BUZZING AND HUMMING.
large display of honey in this style of section, on
exhibit and to sell; also one case holding these
HOW DO BEES UTTER AUDIBLE SOUNDS?
boxes, that had been on the hive, and filled, or par7,8 there is some interest just now as to the
tially filed. This honey was placed alongside of
sounds made by bees, it may not be out of
my exhibit. We were allowed to sell honey at
place to quote from Frank Cheshire’s excelwholesale and by the box, also by the plate. And
lent book. On page 149, Vol. I., he says:
right here owe you thanks, friend Root, if not
“It would be extremely erroneous to conmoney, for the description of how you sold honey
at the fair. I tried it, and it proved a perfect suc- clude that the wings alone, or even mainly, give
cess. Friend Gould was away most of the time, and out a note.” “ Landois recognized three tones in
I looked after his exhibit. He gave me liberty, if I the flight sound. The first produced by the wingcame short, to sell from his. I offered some of his beats; the second, sharper in character, by the
to those purchasing a box,to carry away; but I vibrations of the abdominal wings; the third, the
found, first, that people wanted to see that hidden most acute and intense, from the action of the true
side; second, that, in removing the cover as care- vocal apparatus, placed in the stigmatic orifices.”
fully as one could without extra care, the section He says the wings undoubtedly do the buzzing,
was so frail that it would twist enough to crack the but the humming is as clearly the outcome ofa
cappings of the honey and set it to leaking; third, special apparatus connected with the breathingthat the shape of the box with the cover on is such tubes, and that this humming, which may not inthat it is naturally carried on its side, and that the aptly be called the bee’s voice, is caused by muscuhoney was badly broken. I found that pecple lar contractions within the thorax, these contracchose the open section, and had it done up ina tions being the same that cause the wings to vipaper, at the same price, feeling that they were brate. This may sufficiently account for the
vetting more for their money, although that might tremulous motion of the wings spoken of by G. M.
have been partially the light weight, as I found Doolittle (GLEANINGS, p. 855), without attributing
these sections did not contain nearly a pound. it to the tremor of the body. Indeed, when the
Judging from the feeling, I can hardly see how queen is piping, no movement of the body can be
those sections bring readily 2 cts. per pound more, seen, as I certainly think would be the case if the
as friend G. says. The case on exhibition was not tremor of the body were sufficient to cause such
very attractive, as it was. These boxes were 80 plainly visible motions of the wings.
PACKING BEES IN LONG BOXES.
thoroughly cemented together with propolis that it
On page 849, Arthur W. Jewett tells about, packlooked to be quite an undertaking to get out the
boxes and clean them. Friend Gould says that ing hives in long boxes, letting the bees have
separators cost $1.50 per 100. He obtains with the winter flights from these, and then taking out the
box nothing but wood separators, which can be ob- hives in spring, and setting them cn the summer
tained for 75 cts. per hundred. Then he speaks of stands. Among my dreams of plans for wintering
the boxes coming all put together, as though this without hauling home my bees to put in cellar, is
were an advantage, which I should consider a de- one which consists in having along box, or hive,
cided objection on account of their bulk. It might chaff hive if you please, say ten feet long, and thus
do for one who lived near the manufacturer, as having a capacity of perhaps 80 combs. In one end
friend Gould does; and as for shipping honey, no of this would be put a colony of bees on 4 or 5
sibly blunder on something that will hit the
spot?
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combs, having abundance of stores, then a bee- When I practiced cellar wintering, and comtight division-board made of %-inch boards, then pared it with outdoor wintering, I was inanother colony, and soon. This would allow 12 or clined to think the colonies wintered out15 colonies to be packed in a length of 10 feet, and doors were, as a rule, in the best condition.
the box or hive might be made double, having a when ready for honey - gathering.
— Many
central board running the whole 10 feet, and serv- thanks for you clear and satisfying experiing as the back for each hive. Thus there would ment, to prove that bees prefer salt water to
Now, I should like to know if
be great economy of heat, each colony helping to pure water.
keep its neighbor warm; but a serious practical you made any experiments to see just how
objection in my mind has always been that these much salt had better be used—say to a-pailcolonies could not be moved in spring or early ful of water. I, too, believe that salt is good ;
summer without flying back to their old location. and it seems to please our domestic animals
As Mr. Jewett has had practical experience on this so much that I would give it to them as |
very point, I should like to ask him what has been give them apples, even if I did not believe it
his experience. Is there no loss of bees from fly- to be conducive to their health.
i.
ing back when the hives are moved in the spring?
and if so, what is done to prevent it ?
WINTERING.
DOES CELLARING LESSEN THE VIGOR OF BEES ?
I have heard some claim, that, of two colonies, BROOD-REARING LATE IN THE FALL NOT ALWAYS
A NECESSITY FOR SAFE WINTERING.
wintered the one on its summer stand and the
other in the cellar, exactly alike in the fail, the
éUT of 77 colonies and 2 nuclei, my only loss
cellar bees would be more tender in the spring
last winter was three queens. I used the
from lack of exposure, and, as a consequence,
queens in the nuclei, and doubled the rewould build up more slowly than the others. If
maining colony with another. I have now ‘6
there is any truth in this, it ought to be taken into
bees were wintered in a temporary cave,
account in comparing the two methods of winter- which, The
for the benefit of some, it may not be out of
ing. If Ernest should conclude to cellar some
place to describe here.
colonies, I wish he would especially notice as to
Ihave no land of my own as yet,so I can not
this point in spring.
; build a cellar with underground ventilator, etc., as
SALT FOR BEES.
| | should like to do. I made my cave 3 feet below
Until this year I never tried giving salt to bees. |the surface, 10x16. Three upright posts were placed
During the past summer, however, I found in the | on each side, and three rafters were laid on top of
bees’ drinking-pail ‘“‘wigglers,”’ or mosquitos, in || these. The sides of the cave were the only support
the larval state. ‘'o prevent this I threw a good || to the posts. Boards were laid around the outside,
quantity of salt in the water. The bees worked | and banked up with straw and earth to the top.
uway at the water, and some of them worked di- | The roof was made by laying boards on the rafters,
rectly on the piles of wet salt, which, lying on | then 3 inches of chaff, and then another layer of
pieces of wood, had not yet dissolved. To find out | boards, lapped, to keep out the rain. It was 6 ft.
whether any of them were after salt more than high inside, roof slanting one way; a door in the
clear water, I puta pail of clear water beside the end, and two blind ventilators, completed the cave.
salt water. Searcely any bees worked on the fresh I have used it successfully
the last two winters,
water; but bees are always slow to commence on a | and would much prefer it to any cellar under a
new place, so I made the fresh and salt water house, which is used for general storage—any thing
change places, and in a little while the salt water except a cellar built expressly for bees.
Old
appeared to be the favorite. I had never before cellars usually have more or less foul air, while in
thought that bees need salt; but where there is an this cave the airis pure, and it never reaches the
eagerness to obtain something, it is pretty good freezing-point.
I do not think the thermometer
evidence that they need it. lam aware that every fell below 46°, any time last winter.
now and then some one raises the cry that salt
I can build such a cave in two days, by using new
is injurious, especially to the human family: and 16-ft. humber; and it would surely pay any one,
while 1 believe that, like almost every thing else, having thirtyor more colonies, to build such a cave,
an excess may be injurious, a certain amount is if bees have no better place for winter quarters.
reauired. I accept as a literal truth, the words of
My bees are all in Gallup ten-frame hives. They
our Savior, “ Salt is}good.”
C. C, MILLER.
were contracted to six and seven frames. I filled
Marengo, Ill., Nov. 3, 1886.
:
the space behind the division-board with chaff, and
Friend M., the idea of packing bees in chaff covers, with four‘inches of loose chaff on top.
long boxes has been tested pretty thoroughBROOD AND YOUNG BEES.
ly; and one of the obstacles in the way, if
We read a great deal about colonies having plennot the great obstacle, is loss of bees by
changing their location, both when they are ty of brood and young bees previous to their going
put in this long box, and when they are tak- into winter quarters. With this I heartily agree;
en Out and put in regular hives. If the bees but I made some observations last fall that were
were carried three or four miles, however, not quite in accordance with it. The first week in
when putting them in and taking them out, September, 188, was very cool, and the bees
I think this trouble would be perfectly rem- huddled close on the combs. Then the weather beedied. You would, however, be #bliged to came very warm, and honey came in so fast that
have the bees and combs in a movable case the brood-comb was filled as fast as the young bees
that could be lifted out of your long box. hatched out. Extra combs were given, but it seemand carried to its destination before they are ed as if honey were stored everywhere, and several
allowed to fly. I am inclined to think it will of my best queens could not be induced to combe found almost too much machinery.— |mence laying again. I reasoned that, if the queen
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stopped laying in the early fall, she would com- | any harm?’
Now, first, let us look at the quanmence sooner in the spring (honey being plentiful | tity; second, the conditions. The quantity would be
and of good quality), and I think my reasoning 544 ounces every hour, of the “strongest tea that
correct; for when those hives were set out this | could be made.” The conditions would be twofold
spring they were full of bees, all had abundance of | —first, on the side of the tea; second, on the part of
If the tea were taken warm it would
brood, and are among the best Ihave. Most of the the system.
hives hatched brood three and four weeks later, ‘have one effect; if hot, another; and if cold, still
but were no better.
another. If taken warm, the effect would be nauSome advocate having one or two empty combs sea and sweating; if hot, such a terrible relaxation
in the center of the brood-nest, for clustering. I of the cutaneous vessels would follow, that the
gave nine combs full of honey. The bees hung) whole system would suffer: unless the cooling probelow and close to the entrance. I presume empty cess were carefully guarded, I should have no desire
combs are beneficial when bees are wintcred out of to be the victim—the condition would be extremely
doors; but in the cellar I should not deem it neces- dangerous; if taken cold, the effect would be tonic
sary.
ROLAND SHERBURNE,
and stimulant. A woman could do two washings in
one day under the influence of such tea, but she
Lone Tree, Johnson Co., Iowa.
Friend S., your wintering-cave is not un- would not feel like washing her hands the next. 1
like many that have been described before. have known many women to drink an extra strong
The objections are, the general untidiness cup of tea on washing-day, and dono more work
of such a temporary arrangement, and also for a week. The philosophy of this process is plain.
that, during many winters, they do not) Over-stimulus incites to over-exertion, and both
seem to have kept the frost. out sufficiently. are injurious to health. You again ask, ‘* Does not
(Quite a number of the veterans have decid- the warm drink do the work, many times, when the
ed that they not only want a building above catnip has the credit ?’’ I answer: If warm water
this repository, but they want a fire kept in possessed the properties needed to meet the condithat building.
I believe you are a smarter tions and wants of the system, that would be just
man than most men whom we ordinarily the remedy; if it did not possess those properties,
come across, if you can build such a struc- it would be no remedy at all, and valuable time
ture as you describe, and have it frost-proof, would be lost. It is an admitted and well-known
and do the work in two days; yet I know
from my own experience how much even an | fact, that different substances possess different
ordinary man can accomplish when his heart properties, and that different diseases demand different treatment. For a recent cold, a remedy that
is really in the work.
will open the pores and produce sweating is just
it~
the remedy; but Who would think of using the same
CATNIP TEA VERSUS HOT WATER.
remedy for rheumatic or typhus fever, for inflamSennen
mation of the eyes, ora sore toe? Now, when a
\ LETTER FROM DR. HIGBIE AGAIN, ON THE WHYS fellow feels a ‘“‘tremendous cold coming on,” a
AND WHEREFORES IN THE USE OF MEDECINE.
rush for the stove, well fired up, is a rush in the
EALTH is one of the greatest olessings that a right direction; and that “dipper of hot water with
person can enjoy in this life, and a great the feet inthe oven” is a valuable remedy just at
many people enjoy it for a long term of this time, and the circumstances combine to make
years without knowing or caring whether it quick work of that cold. The only unfortunate ciris preserved or not, and regard it as throw- cumstance is, that the oven is only large enough to
ing money away to obtain information in that di- admit the feet. Now Tam sure if some of that hot
rection, Without health, the prospect of doing water inthe dipper, say a pint, were turned upon
much good in the world is rather smull, and it half an ounce of dried catnip top, and used freely
should be the duty of every one to study to live up us the water, after steeping about three minutes,
to the conditions that will’secure health. IT think it you would find a great improvement in the treatwrong to teach that, because we have sickness in ment, because the plant possesses properties that
the world, it is not possible to avoid it. If God does the water does not, and properties that are indicated
allow sickness to come upon us, he has, on the strongly, and must be brought into use by employother hand, given us reason and intelligence to pre- ‘ing some agent. I would not attempt to discard or
pare against and neutralize it. We haveit in our lessen the use or benefit of water in its many modes
power to investigate in such athorough manner of application, when directed by experience and
that it may be speedily removed when it comes, good judgment; neither would I attempt to discard
and alsoto avoid the conditions that are sure to or lessen the value of any of the long-tried, wellproduce it. The science and philosophy of preven- tried, and successfully tried products of the vegetion is much more valuable than the science and | table kingdom. The majority of the best-known
philosophyof cures. If people had the interest, | remedies in the world to-day are from the vegand would make use of the means, and spend as etable kingdom, and freely acknowledged as such
much time to prevent sickness as they do to cure by every medical school except the ‘* Hydropathic.”
themselves when sickness exists, there would be Water is the world’s panacea in their estimation,
much less suffering in the world, a large amount of and nowhere can any thing be found that is of
valuable time saved for chosen pursuits, and a great | equal value. Every pain can be stopped, every exmany less doctors in the way, and fewer doctor- alted condition can be reduced, and those too much
reduced can be brought up to# healthy standard.
bills to pay.
Now, Brother Root, you have asked for more light | Theory is beautiful, but practical benefits are more
on the subject of medicine, and, to make a point, so. God has given us a beautiful vegetable world,
you have askeda stupendous question: “Suppose | and the value of their medical properties should be
I should drink a gallon of the strongest catnip tea | prized as highly as their external beauttes, and the
that could be made, inside of 24 hours, would it do me | immense range of application where these proper-
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ties may be employed to meet the wants of the hu- ainine such with customary care, and treat them;
man family are equally great asthe range of the mark each, and keep them strictly separate. After
beautiful. Beauty is the value of the one, and all bave gone out of brood, it is an easy matter
healing and cleansing energy the value of the to detect any affected ones, should there be any.
Other. Beauty can ri-c no higher, for the zenith is It would be too much of arisk to open so many
reached. Philosophy and chemistry are luxuri- now, on account of robbing; for in hard times for
ant plants, and are rising to grander and more sys- bees they will often smell and try hard to enter
tematic proportions every day.
N. L. HIGBIE.
hives the next day that have been opened the eveElsie, Mich.
ning previous. The bees of any affected colony
Friend H., perhaps I was careless in say- found in the fall can be shaken out from,the
inga gallon in 24 hours.
I simply meant, combs; and, after aday’s fasting ina box, put on
suppose I should drink lots of catnip tea.
1 a sufficient number of clean combs, and feed on
admit, that you are right in one part of your good honey or sugar for winter.
reasoning; namely, that while a dipper of
1 do not as yet take any stock in curing foul
hot water would be an excellent thing fora brood with acids; and even if it could be done,I
severe cold, experience and common sense consider it too laborious, without any apparent
would indicate that it would have no effect reward, especially since we have foundation; but I
whatever on a sore toe.
If, however, in- would put afew drops of acetic acid in the feed
stead of drinking the water, we dip the toe to prevent or expel bad odors from the hive, which
in it, [ think it might have some effect. is alsoasure preventive for keeping sugar syrup
4
likely
catnip has properties
properties
such
Very
likely catnip
such as
as yyou| iheees gienaeiids
The odor is, or seems to be,
suggest, and that it will hit the spot when
such a remedy is needed, but produce no | very much liked by the bees, as well as by most
effect whatever when not needed. I believe men. I have always used it whenlI had to feed
in doctors, and we send for one occasionally ; any sugar for winter. A slight scent of this agreebut I confess it is with a good deal the same able odor will remain in the hive all winter.
Hammonton, N. J.
C. H. LUTTGENS.
feeling | should try to do something for a
severe bee-sting.
See my answer toG. A.
Friend L., lam glad you have called atFarrand, on page 903.
tention to the very serious consequences
that may result from a little carelessness
a
where foul brood is around.
Prevention is
FOUL BROOD.
surely better and easier than cure, especially where you contemplate curing a whole
NOT CAUSED BY UNTIDLNESS.
apiary or a whole neighborhood.
7 LTHOUGH I have never had any foul brood |
re
OO
since I have kept bees in this country, my
FRIEND
TUTTLE’S
PHOTOS
OF PROMeye (as a mattter of custom) is so suspi- |
INENT BEE-MEN.
cious that I should likely notic>® it as soon |
as opening such a hive, however little |
affected, or even outside. The reason is, that | SOME CORRECTIONS IN REGARD TO OUR NOTICE.
we were so much troubled with it the time I first | : NOTICE in the last number of GLEANINGS
learned how to work with bees. Some bee-kcepers
4 your remarks on my new photograph of beethink that foul brood (if they belicve in such a
keepers. While I thank you for some of the
thing at all) is the consequence of untidiness about | *
things you have said inits favor, I think you
the hive; yes, some simart ones tell me that there |
have done me an injustice by representing it
is no need of getting such athing. Such ones will to be essentially the same as yours. You say a
find out, without need, where bee-keeping begins, large proportion of the pictures are the same as are
as anybody in a good locality, and in a good season, inyour medley, while, in fact, only 26 persons out of
can “ milk the bees” with an extractor, and lose the 120 are in your medley at all, and 20 of these are
half in winter. This Jatter is not even necessary copied from photos taken since your medley was
in a warm climate.
I consider the last-named made; so in reality there are only six in mine that
point of 10) times the importance of examining are the same as they are in yours; namely, Kirtthe bees before winter to sce that every colony has land, Wagner, Parsons, Grimm, Cary, and Gallup.
a good queen, as even an expert can see that, very Ihave been very careful to secure good portraits,
near tothe entrance of his hives. Even suppose a and many of them were taken on purpose for me.
colony would have no queen, it would be of little | Lhave also been careful to use only such as have
or no future consequence; whereas, if one colony become well known by reputation (one or two exhad contracted foul brood, and it were overlooked cepted). Instead of giving the size of my picture
in the spring also, the next season the whole apia- as 11x14, which it really is, you have measured the
ry would likely be affected, and worse yet; his bare print, and called it 84x11; while your picture,
neighbors’ also, and finally he would sell some of measured in the same way, would be 9x10'4, instead
his honey far away for some one to feed his bees of 11x14, as you advertise.
E. O. TUTTLE,
with, or robit from some grocery-store. You see,
Bristol, Vt., Nov. 9, 1886.
friend Root, | think that every bee-keeper should
Friend T., I had no thought of doing anyknow something about foul brood, as well as that body an injustice; but, of course, 1 did not
every doctor should know something about cholera take time to count up the names as you
morbus. In your own case I think the most and have done. In regard to the size, if you and
least work you can do (as is the rule in many cases), I, both of us, have been giving the size of
is to do nothing, comparatively, as the season is, the cardboard on which the photograph is
so to say, near with you, and not ship or sell any pasted, I think we had both better be
bees anyhow this season. I wouid only keep an straightened up, and I thank you for calling
eye on the affected and suspected ofes, and ex- our attention to the error in our price list.
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CHAPTER XXVIII.
Wise men lay up knowledge.—PRov. 10: 14.
It is now November; and as many have | put out cucumbers which were started in the
inquired in regard to the workings of the greenhouse. It took some little time for the
roots to get down into the reservoirs beNew Agriculture during the past summer,
I will go over the ground a little. In the. neath ; but when they did, they gave an
first place, I have been much better pleased enormous crop of cucumbers, which grew so
with its working on the low ground, inclin- | rapidly sometimes that we picked them eveed to wetness, than on the uplands and hill- | ry day. These cucumbers, coming much in
sides. Perhaps this is largely owing to the | advance of any raised in the open air, sold
fact that the summer of 1886 has been an ex- | readily at a good price.
After the cucumbers, we raised a fine lot
ceedingly dry one, especially in many localities —so much so that our reservoirs became of turnip-plants ; and when these were put
perfectly dry, and but few of the rains were | out in the open field the bed was cropped
sufficient in volume to fillthem up. Under | with lettuce, which now covers the ground,
these circumstances the ground was simply | and the plants are so large and thrifty that
excellently underdrained, and nothing more they are an astonishment to every passer-by.
—that is, so far as the reservoirs were con- | The year is not up yet, and will not be until
cerned.
Mixing manure through the soil to next February ; yet this ground has given us
a depth of 18 inches or 2 feet produces won- jive paying crops, and many of the crops not
Of
derful crops, as a matter of course; but our only paid, but they paid handsomely.
beds near the factory, where exhaust steam |{ course, the ground was heavily manured.
was permitted to go under them, were cov- |The two feet of soil that covers the stone
ered with such a depth of earth over the reservoirs contained, perhaps, six inches of
reservoirs that the roots of but few plants manure; but, my friends, will it not pay,
could reach the water. The reason of put- and especially will it not pay for those who
ting our reservoirs so low was, as I have be- have time on their hands, with nothing to
fore explained, to avoid injuring the plants do? And this book, as you may remember,
is written mainly for this class.
by too much heat.
We commenced planting seeds and putting
A squash-vine, started in the greenhouse,
out plants, as you may remember, some time and put out in June, made very slow growth
in February.
Peas were planted in the open for a time, but it finally started an immense
ground over these reservoirs, Feb. 10, and squash, which in time got so heavy that it
they yielded a crop of nice pods the fore part broke the vine that bore it — said vine being
of April. Cabbage-plants taken from the run over a trellis. I told father Cole about
greenhouse, and put beside the peas at the it, and he said I should have made a platsame date, were, for a time, protected by a form or shelf under the squash. Another
sash to harden them off; but after two or one grew to an enormous size, and we finally
three weeks they, too, were allowed to stand sold about half a dozen in all from one vine.
without any protection. They were repeat- The quality was excellent.
edly buried up in the snow, but the ground | Some time in the latter part of July or
did not freeze, owing to the heat underneath. | fore part of August a pumpkin-vine came up
The plants made a vigorous growth, and | of itself. Nobody thought it could possibly
were just as good as cold-frame plants, so far | ripen any pumpkins; but the single vine
as I could discover. A few were left on this | produced six, and ripened them all. The
I presume
ground, producing heads of cabbage in April |‘growth was most astonishing.
that weighed, some of them, 10 Ibs. ; and as | vines of all kinds send their roots down at
we received for them 8 cts. per lb., we got 30 _ once into the reservoirs ; and when they get
cts. for a few single heads of cabbage.
there they make a growth that is really surAfter the cabbage we put on beets and prising. Some strawberry-plants were startlettuce, of which 1 have written you. The ed in March, and they bore a crop of fine
lettuce sold readily in May at 5 cts. per head |large berries, but we expect greater results
each. You will remember we started an- | from these next season. Pie-plant promises
We have not tested the matter
other crop between the rows when we were wonderfully.
marketing one crop, After the lettuce, we | on asparagus, but propose to another season,
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Sach a plot of ground may be worked on, |the stumps, and using them to fill these gulnot only evenings, but on rainy days. If it |lies and holes. We make the surface level,
rains hard, fix a temporary covering over | then cover it with tinware, or something
you,of the shutters or sash, used in the win- | that will not decay, then down come the
ter time.
Of course, the aid of exhaust banks to the sides, until we can run both
steam, such as we use, will not very likely be |plow and cultivator right over them, withat the command of many of our readers; |out any danger of striking or tearing up the
but this exhaust steam is of no particular | stumps or tinware. Of course, these holes
use from the first of April until the first of |are full of water, or, at least, as full as thfe
October; and by the aid of sash we can | outlets described in Chapter V. allow them
make plants grow nicely through March and | to get. We want the watcr to come within
October — yes. and through a great part of | a foot or 18 inches of the surface of the soil,
November, without bottom heat, especially |but no higher. Our crops over these places
where we have ground that is enriched to |have been wonderful.
I was pleased to see
two feet in depth.
even friend Terry express his admiration
Perhaps the greatest satisfaction I have | and satisfaction at the looks of my potatoes,
received in the use of the New Agriculture | celery, and other crops.
Celery seems to
has been in making the swamp-holes and | revel in such a situation. Our plants on the
waste places on our 18 acres the most pro- | creek bottom are to-day looking as bright
ductive spois we have. When I bought the |and green as they have been during any
place, a small stream which we call Champi- | part of the year, and it is now the 2d day of
on Brook meandered across our low ground, | November. Last week we dug some roots
traveling over more than twice the distance | that weighed fully 3 lbs. each. At 5 cts. per
it would make in going straight across, as | lb. this is 15 cts. per root, which makes quite
such brooks usually do. In fact, our whole | a satisfactory return for labor and capital
creek bottom has been at different times |employed.
washed over and cut up by this Champion
In order to see whether our celery comparBrook. Well, my first work six or seven | ed favorably with the best raised anywhere
years ago was to make Champion Brook go | else, I have had samples of the finest from
straight from where it came on to my land, | Michigan, from Cleveland, O., and even from
to the point where it passed off. This left |the Arlington market-gardens, near Boston.
the old creek-bed, and in many places it had |Some of the Arlington celery weighed 3 Ibs.
washed great holes down to the bed-rock. | to the root; but it was on account of the
These holes have been a bother and a nui-/ enormous suckers growing around the sides.
sance until the present season. During the | I should call ours ahead of any thing that we
past summer, as I have told you, we have | have seen. Of course, fine tilth, with plenty
scooped out the contents, clear down to the | of moisture, and not too much, are not the
rock, in many places, and I tell you it was | only things wanted: we must have manure
real fun to do it — especially as the dry sea- | also; and I think it will pay well to manure
son greatly favored the work. These holes | the very best ground that can be found anywere then a receptacle for all the stone, tin- |where—at least, such is my experience. And
ware, boots, and shoes, and every thing that |this brings us to a second consideration of
could be collected on the place ; and during | the subject of manures, for our next chapthe past season we have been grubbing out | ter.
:

CHAPTER

XXIX.

And the dresser of his vineyard said unto him, Lord, let it alone this year also, till I shall dig about
it, and dung it.—LUKE 13:8.
I have given the above little verse a place | for the encouragement of vegetation. In forhere, not to point you to the moral contained - mer chapters I have given you something of
in the parable, but to call attention to the atalk on manures. In this chapter Ipropose
fact that it was customary, even at the time | to discuss saving and making manures on
the Savior was upon the earth, to use the our own premises.
Of course, the marketduug from animals for enriching the soil,and | gardener will expect to buy a good dea! of
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mapure; but as a penny saved is a penny him a good pen, and dump in the rubbish.
earned, he should by all means economize If you are so unfortunate or so thoughtless
every scrap and every product on his own as to let weeds grow on your premises, gathplace.
I used to think I never wanted a er up the weeds and give them to piggy.
pig on the premises; in fact, my taste did Have a pail specially for piggy’s use; and I
not run that way. When 1 was a boy it used think it will be a very good thing to have
to be my business to care for the pig, and the word “ Piggy ”’ on this pail; or you can
perhaps I naturally became prejudiced, be- put it ‘“ Piggy’s Pail,” if you choose; then
cause it was a kind of work I never enjoyed. get all the family interested in seeing how
A great many times I forgot to feed the pig. much of a contribution can be made for his
How differently we look at things when we pigship. Give him all weeds, grass from the
become an interested party!
For a good roadside, leaves from the forest and fruitmany years, one after another of my men trees. Save every rotten potato, every apple
would tell me, *‘ Mr. Root, you should keep and apple-core, shells of nuts that the chila pig;” or, ‘* Mr. Root, you throw away trash dren have cracked, potato-peelings, potatoenough all the while to keep a couple of pigs,” tops, cabbage-leaves, cabbage-stumps, melete. Finally, some of the older men whom I on-rinds, pumpkin-parings, and every thing
employ, and who have probably had more or you can think of that is fit to eat, or that.
Piggy’s yard
less experience in farming, would remark to will decay when composted.
me, that there was nothing like hog-manure will be wet enough without the addition of
to make certain vegetables grow, etc. Very water to the compost, especially if the yard
often I would reply, that I would not have is not covered over; and whenever it gets
them grow if they could not be managed too wet, put in some absorbent such as peat,
with something a little more pleasant to sawdust, straw, forest-leaves, or any thing.
have around; but since I have got the gar- of that sort. You and he are going into the
dening-fever, we are pressing into service manure-business, and both of you are to see
almost all kinds of domestic animals—the how much can be manufactured, and of the
If you keep a horse, you
horses, cow, poultry, and, finally, the pigs. very best quality.
During the past three months I do not think can give the pig the bedding, together with
our pigs have hada scrap of any thing except the manure that comes from the horsethe refuse that would have gone into the stables. If your poultry-house is near by, I
compost heap direct. When the pen gets to think it an excellent plan to let piggy stir it
smelling badly in hot weather, we throw in up with the horse-manure also.
A question comes in just now that has
some dry straw or litter, or the coarse manure from the stables; and ina twinkling the been largely discussed at farmers’ institutes,
pigs roll. it over-and over, and mix it up and through agricultural papers.
more thoroughly than any gardener could do WHAT IS THE BEST PLAN
FOR SAVING
MANURE?
it with spade and fork, if he tried ever so
I believe that the general decision has
hard. When the accumulation is sufficient,
it goes into the manure-spreader, and the been, that it pays to have manure under
One thing is very certain, however,
Acme harrow quickly mixes it up with the cover.
and that is, that it does not pay to let mafresh dirt.
May be, my friend, you are a poor man, nure of any kind get hot and burn up. Maand have little or no live stock about you; nure that is well worth a dollar a load may
but I can hardly imagine how you can be too be, by a little carelessness, soon made worth
poor to afford to keep a pig: yes, a pig and no more than 25 cts. a load; and if you
some chickens. Perhaps the chickens might leave your manure exposed to the weather,
come first, because they pay back your mon- its value largely depends upon the amount
If the manure is spread out so the
ey almost the first day you get them. Piggy of rain.
does not do as well as that, but it does not heap is level on top, and not too deep. it may
cost very much cash out to keep him, and he catch rain enough to cause it to decompose
is always worth a certain amount of clean nicely ; but I think this is too hap-hazard a
Our best authorities, in fact, seem to
cash, even if he is not avery clean fellow way.
himself. A pig may, however, be managed agree pretty well that a much safer way than
so as to be a tolerably clean animal. You do this would be to spread the manure on the
not want any ring in the nose of your pig. land justas fast as it is taken out of the
Our first pair of pigs came with rings in stables, and may be this is the proper way to
It is, however, a pretty
their noses.
For our ranch we want the do it in any event.
best rooter that can be procured; then give |hard matter to carry the manure to the very
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spot you want it, as often as you clean your In fact, I have just bought two more pigs tostables.
The weather may be unfit. for in- day, .o take the place of those that have not
stance. On this account I would try to have | had a particle of any kind of grain, or even
the manure-bed under cover; and I would, | bran or middlings, for the past four months.
if possible, have abundance of water so near | Now you see we are coming to the considerby that you can wet the heap whenever you ation of the matter of pig-pens, poultryMy
find it needful.
Stirring up can be done houses, cow-stables, and horse-stables.
cheaper by the pigs than in any other way. barn, stables, pig-pens, and poultry-house,
Perhaps it may be well to state, before we were all burned down last March, so I have
go further, that a good many might object to | had an opportunity this summer of building
the quality of the pork, providing the pigs entirely new. When | began-to consider the
were used simply as machines for making subject in all its bearings, and to read the
manure.
But, do not be in haste, dear| books and papers treating especially on
friends, to condemn our methods.
When _these matters, I came to the conclusion that
you get ready to fatten a chicken, a pig, or a | it was a very important matter indeed to
‘*‘critter,” you want to commence a system have convenient buildings; and as friend
of feeding, to produce nice meat. I believe | Terry who wrote the Potato-book, and the
that corn-fed animals are considered worth |book on the winter care of horses and cattle,
most in the market; and friend Peirce, who |lives less than forty miles from me, I wrote
wrote our book on carp culture, once as- /him to come and help me plan my new barn
sured me that the Jersey chickens, which | with the other buildings, and that I would
He
commanded a better price in New York, pay him well for his time and trouble.
Philadelphia, and Boston, than any other| not only came promptly, but he brought anchickens, owed their well-earned reputation other man with him who is a prominent
to the fact that, before being sent to mar- | teacher through the agricultural papers, in
I mean Mr. Gould.
ket, they were fed for several weeks on corn the dairy-business.
diet exclusively.
Even our new food fish, | This gentleman is the one who writes for
the German carp, require some such treat- | the Ohio Farmer under the name of ‘‘ Sam.”
ment to have it do its best as a table fish. _Mr. Terry sat down by the side of an experiWell, if we are going to be obliged to keep 'enced builder, and, with the assistance of a
our pigs exclusively on corn for several | man who is also conversant with horses, we
weeks, what shall we do with our refuse fixed upon the plan which I illustrate by the
matter meanwhile ? Why, my friend, you diagram below. The barn is now built; and
want your pig-pen in two apartments, and so many judges have pronounced it the most
keep those animals which are under process convenient barn and stable that ‘‘ever was,”
of fattening, in a separate apartment from | I feel that it may be a help to have you look
it over with me.
those used exclusively for manure-making.
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We will commence with the horses, for of them of hay, a bank bridge on the north,
they are not only the largest producers of and the tool-house and manure-shed on the
manure, but, I believe, for general purposes south, while above them is the main floor on
horse-manure is considered the best ma- which teams go in with hay, straw, oats, or
nure. The horse is usually the most im- other produce.
You see this makes a pretportant personage in the barn,or among ty warm barn, even if built on level ground.
our domestic animals. In our diagram | The bank bridge is walled up with stone,
have shown places for four horses, although about ten feet back from the barn. The
we use only two, as a general thing. When bridge itself is matched plank, put together
work is crowding, or if one of the horses with paint, so itis water-tight. The slidingshould happen to be temporarily disabled, we door under this bridge gives access to the
get another horse from a neighbor ; and then stable, so you see we have a sort of ** stormit is very handy to have an extra stall fora door,’ as it were, to keep the wind from
visitor’s horse or horses. Of course, many blowing in when the stable-door is opened.
of the friends will not want so spacious out- There is also a sliding-door opening from
buildings as I have figured, but the princi- the stables to the manure heap. The feedples can be carried out with the smallest ing-alley is just wide enough to allow one to
stable, pig-pen, or poultry-house.
pass and feed the animals conveniently.
What shall the horses stand on? was one The oats are close to the feeding-alley, ina
of the first questions I asked friend Terry. bin that holds about 600 bushels.
<A little
He replied, that the best material for the door at a convenient height opens into the
stable-floor that he knew of was made of passageway, and you can dip up a measure
small stones and gravel, filed. inewith ce- fall of oats by reaching in this little door, so
ment, but that he would lay inch boards in long as there are any oats in the bin. The
the stall (over this stone floor) for the horses accompanying diagram will show you how
to stand on, as the wood is drier and warm- the opening is made :
er than the stone floor. The gutter for ma- |
Doo,
uure back of the horses is clean stone (or|
Wagpn Floor."
cement), but sunk a little so it will take all |
the moist and liquid portions of the manure.
Right back of the cow-stable there is a sliding-door that communicates with a sort of |
box stall, where the manure is piled until it |
fo
“‘uapg
aps
Door.
can be drawn out. The manure-spreader
stands in the tool-house, ready to be backed
Opening for me
filling measure |Oats e
up to the manure heap at any time, or it
can stand in the place of the manure heap.
the manure being pitched from the stables
Stable Floor.
on toa wheelbarrow, and then run right up
A CONVENIENT OAT-BIN FOR A BANK-BARN.
to the spreader. This box stall, as we call
Another similar bin is made for bran, corn,
it, is also the general watering-place. Ours
You can have
is fed by the water-works of the town; and or whatever else you choose.
it is very convenient indeed to have running a barrel of salt at the further end of the
water. Where there is a spring, it can often passageway, near the bran-bin. The stairs
be brought into the barn in this way. If there lead from the feeding-alley on to the upper
is none, have a well or cistern about where I floor. Weare using the fanning-mill to-day
have marked, Water. If you have a couple on the upper floor, and it is placed so that
of bars across from the watering-tank to the the chaff and dust all flies over into the
In fact, we throw
cow-stable, you can turn the horses and cat- straw and bedding mow.
tle loose in this box stall, and let them drink every thing into this heap of straw—rubbish
at their leisure while you are cleaning the of all kinds, left after saving the seeds of
stables and fixing the bedding. Right back garden vegetables, husks, chaff, etc. Some
of the horses and cattle there is a bay for may object, that the seeds may, by this
straw and bedding. Before cold weather means, get into the manure; but with the
comes, this bay should be filled clear to the thorough cultivation we give our field crops
upper floor. The bay for hay on the oppo- we do not feel very much afraid of plants
site side of the barn should also be filled to that are not wanted. They will have a
the upper floor. Then the stock have a wall tough time of it to make a growth, even if
from the cow is
behind them of straw, and a wall in front they try. The manure
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handled exactly like that from the horses; the sides of cheap tin. Your tinsmith has
and we think it an excellent plan to have it very often rusty or damaged tin that he will
mixed in with the horse-manure, to prevent sell at a low price. Such ahen’s-nest can
heating. Now, the shed that covers the not very well be infested with vermin—that
manure heap is prolonged,as you will ob- is, if the contents are renewed often ; and if
serve, so as to make a sort of ** box stall; ” it is grain for fowls to eat, I presume it
and directly south of this ‘‘ box stall” are would be. This fowl-house was intended
two pig-pens. One of these is for the pigs for the fowls to run out whenever the
that are large enough to be given grain, weather permits. The roosts are on the
with a view of fattening. The other is for north side; and during very severe weather
the little pigs that have the trash. There acurtain of some cheap coarse cloth, such
are sliding-windows to communicate with the as burlap, may be let down over the greenopen air, opening into each one of the pig- house sash, and also over the sliding-winpens. These windows are for ventilation, and dows. The wall of the partitions, as weil as
to permit unloading rubbish from a wagon the ceilings, is protected by matched ceilor wheelbarrow, directly into the pig-pen. ings and tarred paper.
Manure can be thrown out of these slidingWith the above arrangement you have
windows also, or the manure-spreader can be your domestic animals comfortably housed,
backed around against the pig-pen nearest and so conveniently distributed that feedthe water-tank.
If your pigs are disposed ing is only a pleasure. You have plenty of
to be friendly to each other, the passageway room in the tool-house for all of your'tools,
between the two pens can be opened, per- machines, and wagons, used on the premmitting them all to run in together. If you ises. A full description of this tool-house
have a gate to this passageway so it will will be found'in our book, ** The Winter Gare
operate easily, you can fill the feeding-trough of Horses and Cattle,” p. 720, 1885. I confor the pigs in one apartment while they fess I feel a little proud of this arrangement
are in the other. Then open the gate and for farm stock; and, simple as it seems, a
let them through. In this way you can great deal of hard work was done on it beoblige them to behave themselves a little fore we decided on its present form. If you
decorously while you are pouring the feed have ever noticed it, the amount of time reinto the trough. Of course, there is a trough quired to do the ~vck about the barn—
for each apartment; and as the pigs gener- | hitching up teams, feeding and watering, is
ally all go into one apartment or the other, such that it is of the greatest importance
you can put your feed into the trough be- that we have things handy.
With such an
longing to the vacant apartment before you | arrangement as the above, you might do in
open the sliding-doors.
15 minutes the work that would require one
Beyond the pig-pen we come to the poul- hour, with poor facilities, before you could
try-house.
This has a sliding-window of start in for
a day’s work. When the plan
double width, or, rather, two sash, one slid- was worked out we had, in fact, a little coning to the south and the other to the north. vention of practical men. First, we had
Besides this, at the south of the poultry- friend Terry, who has been studying on this
house proper is a little room, all covered problem for years. Then friend Gould, who
with glass, greenhouse fashion. This glass is a dairy-man, and who has made the care
reaches from one foot above the ground, up of cattle his lifelong study. Besides, the
to within about two feet of the ceiling of foreman of our wood-working factory, who
the roosting-apartment ; and under this has had scme experience in planning and
sash the fowls are supposed to stay during making buildings. Then my neighbor Harsunny days in the winter time. I have fig- rington advised some, and he is a farmer of
ured a good deal in regard to nests and feed- many years’ experience, as well as a beeing-boxes, and have finally concluded that keeper. The man who has care of our
the best nest for hens I know of is a barrel horses also gave many suggestions in regard
half filled with oats. You may have barrels to the stables, conveniences for water, feed,
half filled with buckwheat, wheat-screen- ete.; and he is one of the best men to take
ings, or other grains, if you choose. If care of horses I ever met. The practical
your hen’s-nest gets soiled and dirty, let the workings of the building please us so much
fowls eat up the grain, burn up the barrel, Ido not know of a thing that I would have
and get another one. If you object, that changed.
I have told you how we get in our hay and
rats and mice can climb up the sides of a
barrel too easily, have a barrel made with straw. Well, suppose we have a load of
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oats to put away. ‘The load is driven up the || you think so, my friend? Is it your custom
bank bridge on the main floor, right over the| to make friends with your horse, your cow,
horses; the door to the oat-bin is swung | your pigs, and your chickens? All these
back, and the bags are emptied right off |friends of ours are fond of a variety in their
from the wagon, right into this bin. The| food ; and they appreciate, more keenly than
oats are never handled any more until they} many people imagine, any little act of kindrun themselves right down within arm’s| ness in the way of delicacies. Almost any
reach of the horses’ manger. These bins | horse will learn to beg for apples whenever
for grain are made rat-proof. The cement | his keeper comes around him, after he has
floor makes it impossible for rats to dig holes | been treated to fruit just afew times.
Apin or around the barn. If rats or mice trou- |ples that have been blown off the trees by
ble me in the poultry-house I will put wire the high winds can frequently be purchased
netting about six inches underneath the sur- |at a very small price. We have just bought
face of the ground which forms the floor. I a load of forty bushels, at only five cents a
greatly prefer a dirt floor for fowls. A deep bushel. A good many of them had comtrench around the outside keeps the water /menced to decay after they were gathered,
away so the inside is always like dry dust. was one reason why we got them at this low
Peat from the swamp forms a good absorb- | price. Well, we commenced giving them to
the horses, at the rate of about a peck a day.
ing material to be placed under the roosts.
Now, then: The horses do our work and We soon found the Jersey cow, too, was
manufacture an excellent manure; the cow very fond of them; and finally the chickens
furnishes milk and butter, and also contrib- gave us to understand that they relished
utes largely to the manure heap; the pigs fruit also, by getting up on to the wagon and
chew up and dig up all the trash and refuse | pecking the very largest and nicest apples
from the table or the garden, orchard, ete. on the load. We took the hint, and now
They convert this into manure, and give us they have all they want to eat. To-day it is
pork, ham, ete. The poultry, next door, stormy and cold, and the ground is covered
furnish eggs to go with the ham, and also with snow; but the chickens are under
give us a very valuable addition to the ma- their glass Sash, seratching wheat from
nure heap, before mentioned.
The pigs among a pile of forest-leaves, and pecking
work it in thoroughly, stirring it up without , apples for a change. Even the pigs, too, recharging
acent. The business of the own- ceive their share of the big forty-bushel
er is to reward these friends of ours for wagon-load, and I am inclined to think it
their contributions by giving them nice would be a good investment, even if the apclean warm quarters, perfectly protected ples had cost us ten cents instead of five
from the weather, abundance of good food cents. Dear reader, is it trne, that you let
at just the proper time, and (I hope) lots of apples go to waste on the ground, when your
encouraging and loving words. He certain- horses and cattle, chickens and pigs, will
ly can afford it, even if he does not—don’t appreciate them, asour domestic animals do?

CHAPTER
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And let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the ‘ae of the air, and over all the
earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth.—GEN. 1: 28
It is really surprising to see how often; grubs. Very often the nicest specimens you
these four kinds of dumb friends of ours |raise will be gnawed into, and made unthat Ihave been talking about in the pre- | sightly-looking, by these same pests. What
Well, some tell us there is
ceding chapter can be brought in play to | is the remedy?
If you raise potatoes on sod
aid the market-gardener.
As an illustra-_ noremedy.
tion: We now sell potatoes on our market- ground, you will have them scabby and eatwagon, and it has not taken us long to learn -en. But, hold on a bit, my friend. Suphow quickly good potatoes go off at a good | pose you have made friends of your chickprice, where poor and indifferent ones will | ens, so that they like to be around you. We
hardly sell at all. One great trouble with | have just been plowing on the creek bottom,
potatoes is the damage occasjoned them by | and I noticed, as the nice ground was turned
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The finest plum-orchard I ever saw, I beup, one of these grubs. I got an ear of corn
Enough pouland called my flock of Brahmas. A few lieve, Was in a poultry-yard.
grains scattered in the furrow after the try was kept so the ground was perfectly
plowman, did the business. After that the bare under the plum-trees. Not a weed nor
chickens were up (and dressed and had their speck of vegetation of any kind could obtain
faces washed, so to speak), ready to follow a foothold. As a consequence, the curculio,
the plow as soon as the first furrow was when shaken from the trees, was captured
turned in the morning; and didn’t they look by the fowls, which had thoroughly learned
animated and happy, as they gobbled up the | the trade. And, in fact, they not only golrgrubs—yes, and worms and insects of other |bled every weed as soon as it showed itself,
kinds? Pretty soon the three hens that | but they took every thing in the way of an
stole their nests, and gave me three broods insect from the smooth hard ground. The
of chickens in September, found out what | poultry paid a good profit, and the plumwas going on, and they, too, began follow- | trees bore enormously. The ground was, of
ing the plow. Of course, there are times | course. underdrained, and fertilized up toa
when it is not so pleasant to have the fowls | high state of cultivation before the poultryMr. Jas. Mattoon, of
chasing after you. Then you want to shut yard was established.
them up in a spacious yard made of poultry- | Atwater, Portage Co., O., is the man who
netting. But bya little planning you can owns the plum-orchard and poultry-yard,
have them to clean your ground pretty thor- | and he told me he had just received $200 for
oughly of most of the pests of the kind I | his plum-crop.
The apple-worm, that is such a pest to
have spoken of. I have been told, thata
flock of ducks will rid a large patch of po- |fruit-growers, is the larva of the codlin
tatoes of the potato-bug, but I have never | moth, and fora time it seemed as if there
had an opportunity of testing the matter. | were no remedy for wormy apples. By
If this be so, it seems to me that friend| keeping pigs, however, under the appleTerry could afford to buy a brood of ducks, trees, in the same way that friend Mattoon
instead of employing so many men and boys | keeps the poultry under the plum-trees, evto do that which the ducks could do so very ery wormy apple is devoured so quickly that
much easier, quicker, and better. I have no larva ever reaches the moth stages of extold you, in former chapters, how we employ istence, and in the course of time the orvery small chickens to rid the greenhouse of chard bears large fine apples, without any
worm at the core. It is not at all likely that
the green fly.
A few days ago a friend was discussing as this subject of making these dumb friends
to whether a garden can have too much of ours assist in destroying the insect-enemanure.
He said the result would be, the mies of fine fruits and vegetables has by any
ground would beso full of angle-worms that |means been fully explored; but rewards
nothing could be raised. This may be, in like those I have mentioned above are in
some measure, true; for angle-worms have store for the man who loves his poultry and
troubled us by getting into the stalks of cel- |pigs, and cattle and horses. Study their
ery on our most heavily manured ground. I | habits; study their tastes; recognize them
do not know that they do any harm, but they | as your neighbors, given by a wise and kind
alarm customers, when they find there are Father, to minister to our comfort and hapworms in the celery. Another thing, I think piness, and you will find, on more intimate
very likely that angle-worms consume a val- acquaintance, that they have abilities and
uable portion of the manure.
Do you want qualifications to assist you in your work;
to know the remedy? Gather all the fowls yes, even during some of your grievous
on the premises about you, then plow, culti- ‘trials and troubles, that you would never
vate, and harrow the ground where the an- |dream of had you not cultivated these ingle-worms are troublesome, and I think the | timate and friendly relations of which I
biddies will clear them out to your perfect |have been speaking.
satisfaction, and at small expense.
To be continued Dec. 15, 1886.
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HEADS or Gran
FROM
DIFFERENT
FIELDS:
WHICH QUEEN IS LN THE HIVE?
AM ata loss to know which queen reigns ina
colony of bees 1 have. The colony was made
some time in May, with a cell ready to hatch.
Some ten days after, 1 opened the hive to see
if the queen was laying. The bees balled the
queen on sight. I gave them some smoke, and
they released her; but that was the lastI saw of
her. I gave them queen-cells at different times
through the season, but I could never discover any
queen or eggs; but when I extracted buckwheat
honey I gave them combs containing drones ready
to hatch, which they accepted, also some brood of
worker-bees. On receiving a Carniolan queen
from F. Benton, I thought this colony would receive her gladly. After caging her 24 hours, as the
bees seemed all reconciled to her, I released her;
and 24 hours after, I found her, or another queen,
ut the entrance, dead. On giving them a frame of
brood they began to build queen-celis; but I
thought I would have my way, so I sent to Dr.
Morrison and got a $1.00 Carniolan queen; and
after destroying the cells I introduced No.2. In
24 hours they had released her by eating the comb
under the Peet cage, and a dead queen was at the
entrance. As it was late in the season I gave up
trying to queen them. But when fixing them for
winter 1 found they had a large yellow queen, and
no brood. She had been balled, as she was minus
the fine hair on body, and her wings were badly
split. Now, I am badly puzzled to know which
queen is in that hive.
S. HEATH.
Rimer, Pa., Nov. 5, 1886.
Friend H., I am inclined to believe that
both the Carniolan queens you introduced
were killed, and that the queen they now
have is another queen. It is not uncommon
for a young queen, after her wedding-flight,
to return to the wrong hive, and theretore
I think the present queen simply came
there. No doubt she had been balled ; but
if bees are left to themselves they will sometimes let the queen alone, even after balling
her. Next season’s progeny of this queen
will tell you whether |am right or not. As
it was late in the season, you found no
brood in the hive.
WHAT SHALL BE DONE IN CASES OF SEVERE STINGING ?—IMMERSION IN WATER EFFECTIVE.
I noticed in GLEANINGS, page 667, the question :
‘What shall be done in case of severe stinging 7”
While placing my bees on their summer stands last
spring, one swarm “went” for the hired man, and
somehow got under his bee-veil, and stung him on
the right cord in the back of the neck, and on the
septum of the nose. Very soon he became blind,
and his left side seemed touched with paralysis, and
he fell tothe ground.
He was seized with a dreadful sensation, and throbbing in his head, and violent
wrenching in tis stomach. Great drops of perspiration stood out on his forehead, and his face became
as spotted as an adder. I rantothe house for the
camphor-bottle(I had seen this used with good effect while assisting at the amputation-table in the
army,inthe late war). It was the only available
remedy at hand. I sopped the camphor all over his
head and face (eyes excepted). By that time aid arrived, and we took him into the house. We at once
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gave him a few drops of spirits of camphor in some
water, and in about ten or fifteen minutes we gave
a second dose in whisky. We were about to send
for a doctor, as we all began to think he would die;
but the second dose of camphor went to the spot,
and so far relieved him that all fear of death was
passed; but it was not until the next day that he
could get about. No doubt this was the effect of
a nerve being stung; but for a flesh-sting [ have
found water to be better than either carbolic acid
or borax. In most cases, if wateror saliva is applied it will prevent any swelling; and if kept
wet it will soon stop all pain. A neighbor says,
that when he was a boy he once assisted a veterinary surgeon to relieve a valuable yoke of oxen.
The oxen turned over a bee-hive, and the enraged
bees stung them all over until the owner supposed
they would die. The surgeon ordered the oxen to
be wound up in carpets dipped in water. They
were then driven into the river, and water was
bailed on them until they were relieved. Water
seems to enter the cavity made by the sting, and
dilutes the poison until it is rendered powerless. Lt
also reduces the heat which is caused by bee-poison.
Why should not water be a good remedy for beepoison, if hogs can cure themselves of rattlesnakebites by lying in the mud and water until the poison has lost its deadly power *
G. A. FARRAND.
Rockport, 0.
Friend F., do you not see that, in the
cases you have cited above, it is almost if
not quite impossible to say that the sufferers would not have recovered just as soon
had nothing been done?
Don’t think me
contrary or headstrong inthe matter; but I
earnestly desire to get at the exact truth, I
have tried water—cold, warm, and hot—for
bee-stings, and I have tried it by immersing
my hand right in-.the water, when stung.
until
Tam sure the water has no effect on
nyself Whatever.
A sprain or a bruise is relieved instantly by immersing the part affected in water as hot as it can be borne:
but with me, the same treatment does not
seem to touch the poison of the bee-sting at
all. Where bee-stings produce dangerous
symptoms like those you mention, 1 do not
know but that I myself would try the remedies you suggest, because it seems terrible
not to do any thing at all when a friend is in
such distress and danger; but for all that,
the experience I have had strongly inclines
me to think that neither water nor camphor,
nor, in fact, any thing that I know of, unless
it be extracting the sting as quickly as possible, has any effect whatever upon the pain
or swelling.
It is exceedingly important
that we should have all the light we can get
upon this subject; and I would therefore
recommend
that intelligent bee- keepers
make thorough and extensive experiments
to enable us to decide what to do in case of
severe stings, or to decide if there is any
thing we can do to help the matter.
A POINTER ABOUT EXTRACTING, AND HOW TO PREVENT ROBBING.
About two weeks agol extracted honey from 5
hives, and placed the combs back on two of the
same, taking away the combs and upper stories
completely, from 3 of them. Now for the pointer:
The two where I placed the combs back had a considerable row with robbers, while IT did not see a
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single robber around the other three. Do you not
think that my cleaning upthe hive so as not to
leave ascent of honey prevented the robbers from
discovering any thing wrong with the three, while
the seent of the extracted combs in the others attracted the robbers ? This may not be worth much
to the veterans, but I consider it worth a good deal
to the novice.
M. BROERS, 3—24—27.
Gonzales, Tex., Novy. 2, 1886.
I have observed the same thing before,
friend B. Thanks for your calling attention
to it, nevertheless.
It seems to me, however, you do not finish the subject.
If we
take combs away from the bees, without
yuutting any empty combs back after the
1oney has been extracted, there will be no
robbing, but what shall we do with these
empty combs ? I would say, Return them
by moonlight ; and before the bees are flying next morning, every thing will be
cleaned up and put away.
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if lremember, you at one time called “ crosswise
JOHN CRAYCRAFT.
| Langstroth.”
| Altoona, Orange Co., Fla., Oct. 11, 1886.
_ Your method of wintering weak colonies
is essentially the same as the one we have
practiced.
See department of Our Own
Apiary in back issues.

ALSIKE FOR ENRICHING THE SOIL.
Can any one who reads GLEANINGS tell any
thing about the fertilizing qualities of alsike? 1
have read much about the delicious sweet it produces, but nevera word about itin regard to enriching the soil, which is a very important thing.
Why can’t those who kave had experience in the
matter just tell us what they know? Don’t you
' see the point? How much more seed would be
sold, if we could say that itis as good, if not superior, to any thing else as a fertilizer! As the time for
sowing will be upon us soon, we must prepare for
it. In so doing we must sow that which will give
the best returns for money invested. J. A. RIME.
THE STENCH FROM DEAD BEES; CATNIP, ETC.
Fairfield, Adams Co., Pa.
GLEANINGS is always a welcome visitor, as you,
with the assistance of a corps of writers, give us , Friend K., 1 have not known of alsike beA BC
fellows no small amount of information ing plowed under, as we do the large red
we so much standin need of. Tam glad you have clovers, for the reason, perhaps, that the
costs too much to use it in this way ;
got ahead of your foul brood. My bees are all seed
besides,.it would not furnish as much materight now, though some time since, when I raised | rial to plow under as the Mammoth red clothe cover of a certain hive, the stench that came ver, which does not cost nearly as much per
up from dead bees made me sick, for I had been bushel. <As to its effects in bringing up poor
reading of foul brood. I thought I had it; but it soils, | think it will compare favorably with
was old bees that were dead, not brood.
the rest of the clovers.
Perhaps some of
If it had not been for friend Higbie’s catnip, our our readers have tested it.
bees in this section would have died this winter,
or would have had to be fed their winter supplies; HOW TO SELL HONEY; AND A FEW KIND WORDS
AS WELL.
but they are allright. I agree with friend SwinThe complaint of “no market” for honey is
son, that it won’t do to go for“ big ads” all the
time. He filled my order last spring for queens, heard here, and will continue to be heard until the
when some others were months in doing it. Let producer will gird on his armor and sally forth,
me say, that I got one of the best red-clover queens determined to sell at the front or back door of
of him lever saw, if such queens exist—at least, every house. We have determined to peddie our
her bees made honey from red clover when none honey in St. Louis, and will commence about
Wednesday of this week.
of the others did.
W.K. JAMES.
We receive GLEANINGS regularly; and as we read
Loudon, Tenn., Nov. 7, 1886.
in it we are sensibly drawn to a higher appreciation
MY METHOD OF UNITING WEAK COLONIES,
of the moral solidity of the character of its editor,
The colony I wish to keep, I prepare to reccive und of his great work in the fields of Christianity
the new colony by simply turning up a small cor- wherever he is known. Moved by a friendly imner of the enameled cloth at the back corner. of pulse, our purpose is to write just as we would
the hive, and then set the one to unite on top, and talk, could we be in Medina, and be present with
leave them two days. Then I remove the cloth you in the environments of your own home. In
from between them, and in a day or two, as con- writing, the use of “ we’’ does not signify that an
venient, I arrange their brood and comb as desired. editor is writing, but one who, in all the vast conBy this method very few bees will ever leave for cerns of life, has a partner who is always consulttheir old stand. Sometimes I put several stories| ed; and in our family it is generally * we,’’ not “I”
on top this way, or as many as I may wish to nake —only two in our family—wife and I.
a colony to suit my purposes. My management,
Venice, Ll., Oct. 31, 1886.
0. D. OBERLIN.
first, is for queen-rearing in carly spring—FebruaWHY NOT CLIP QUEENS’ WINGS?
ry, March, and Aprii. All queens thatI can raise
It does astonish me when any of the bee-keepers
then are sold, so that I have only enough left to
leave one queen to three or four nuclei, whichI speak against clipping queens’ wings, as I have
pile on top, as above named. Then lam ready for practiced it for years, and think it the very axle on
honey with rousing colonies; for my nuclei con- which the whole machinery turns—so little trouble
tain 10 frames, 9's x 13‘; inches, outside dimensions. to hive swarms, and so quickly done, if her wings
In September I break them up into nuclei again, /are clipped. If not, you never know what to exand rear as many queens as I can, and what I lack pect, as they invariably settle high in the timber
I have been buying—some of our Kentucky friend, | around our yard, and getting them down safely
J. T. Wilson, of Nicholasville. By this manage- | and quickly enough is the next thing. But when
ment I winter many more queeus than I could do the wings are clipped it is an easy task of only
Mrs. A. V. CAMPBELL.
in any other way that I have practiced. I use a) a few moments.
Middleton, Tenn., Oct. 28, 1886.
Simplicity hive, only T use a shorter frame, which,
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He that is faithful in that which is least, is faithful also in much.—LUKE 16:10.
MYSELF AND MY, NEIGHBORS.
ly forbidden to use this car. In fact, the
lower end of the track was torn up, and they
When they had dined, Jesus saith to Simon Peter, not only endangered the car, but endangered
Simon, son of Jonas, lovest thou me more than their bones in using it to ride on. Ifelt
these? He saith unto bim, Yea, Lord; thou knowest that I lovethee. He saith unto him, Feed my cross to think they disobeyed; but they
lambs.—JOHN 21:15.
were so busy with their fun that I walked
In
mM NE day. when I was tired of reading right up to them before they saw me.
a
letters, I pushed off as usual down fact, | had ample time to theorize a little
before
I
said
any
thing.
My
thoughts
ran
among the celery-plants, to see how
the men were getting along. On my something like this:
**Old fellow, you have just been boasting
way I met my flock of Brahmas that I
have told you about so many times. They | to yourself that it took you only twenty
looked so pretty and so slick that I felta minutes to capture and tame a Brahma
you try your hand at
sudden desire to get one in my hands, that chicken ; now oy
I might stroke the soft plumage, and make this flock right before you. Can you win
friends, in a general way, of these beautiful their contidence, and tame them so they
birds. I found an ear of sweet corn, left won't run when you speak, in twenty minafter we had gathered the crop for seed, and utes, or even half aday? The chickens are
by a judicious use of it I scon had a fine only dumb brutes; but these are human beBrahma prisoner. In a little time I suc- ings, and. have immortal souls. Yes, even
ceeded in getting him to eat corn while I that boy whose face is so dirty has a soul to
held him, and finally to eat out of my hand, | be saved, and Christ died for such as he.
and in just about 20 minutes by my watch I | Furthermore, the parting injunction of the
had him so thoroughly tamed that I could Master, when he left his disciples here upon
set him down and pick him up again. I had earth, wus, “Feed my lambs;’ and now,
convinced him I was a friend and not an then, old fellow, let us see you practice what
enemy, and I felt something of the satisfac- | you preach.”
It almost made me tremble to think of the
tion, when I started to go along to my work,
that I often feel when I handle a colony of responsibility that rested on my poor self at
cross bees, without smoke or bee-veil.
It this moment, especially when I realized how
seems like fulfilling the promise of Scrip- far away I had Just been from the straight
ture, where God said, ‘‘ Let man have do- and narrow path. I began to be thankful
that they did not see me till I had had time
minion over them.”
When I got back to the factory, a lot of to reflect. Can you tame a boy as easily as
I waited until one of
schoolboys were running our lumber-car for you canachicken?
play. It was Saturday afternoon, and they them looked up to me, and then they made
were boiling over with spirits, and wanted a start to run; but by mild words I induced
to do something. They had been repeated- ‘them to wait a little. I spoke to them
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pleasantly, and explained to them the rea- for awhile they usually settle on some branch or
son Why we could not permit them to have tree, when the good man or boy of the house puts
fun with the car; and as I looked into their them ina hive, and they are ready for work. The
faces, one after another, I was pleased to old queen having Jeft the old colony, they now
see that T had succeeded in bringing a smile proceed to raise some new queens. About six days
to the face of every one. Yes, even the after the queens hatch out, we have what is called
dirty-faced boy smiled too; but it was such the second swarm, or after-swarm. In these aftera comic smile through the dirt that J had to swarms we sometimes find two, three, four, or
smile in spite of myself. I don’t think the sometimes a half adozen young queens. We hive
boys have bothered the car any since. But this second swarm as we did the first.
:
the question is, What have they been doing
In the fall of the year, when the bees do not
meanwhile?
I am obliged to say, I do not
know; in fact, I haven't thought of them gather much honey, they rob other colonies, If
very much since then, unless once in aj} the colony is too weak to defend themselves, the
will take all their honey; and for want
while, to wonder what I can do for them.
I || robber-bees
—
,
.
used an ear of sweet corn to catch the chick- of food they usually swarm out. We hive this
ens. Is that a good way to catch boys? To ubsconding swarm,.asit is called, as we did the
a certain extent, I think it is: and 1 am well first and second swarm. We hive the bees with
aware that I could get a whole dozen of boys a box with alot of holes in it, and a long pole
any Saturday afternoon—boys brimful of attached toit. We set the hiving-box by the bees,
good nature, and ready to do any thing I | leaning it aguinst the branch or limb which the
ask them to do, by the judicious use of a |; bees had settled on; then we havea hook, witha
few nickels. Shall I hire them with money | long pole attached toit, to shake the bees off of
to be good boys? God forbid.
I can do the limb, and they usually settle in the box. After
this, however: I have just son gua es a peat- the bees are all in the box, we take them down
swamp (or a little one. at least), that lies in and put them in a hive, and give them some brood,
sight of where I am now writing.
It is coy- honey, and some foundation. We have allof our
ered with small underbrush and little trees. frames made so that they wil! fit all of our hives.
and a great amount of gnarly roots. I want |
these roots and bushes chopped into fire-| To prevent bees from swarming is to take an
wood.
Now, I could employ a dozen boys empty hive and lift half of the frames, bees and
profitably, without much doubt, some Sat- all, over into the empty hive, and give both colurday afternoon, in clearing up this swamp. onies some foundation to work on. This is called
I shall probably need to purchase a dozen transferring bees. The old queen having been
cheap hatchets, and, more than all, I shall | took away from the old colony, they now proceed
need to be right with them personally.
<Al- | to raise some new queens. After the queens are
though I have many good men in my em-| about to hatch out, the manor boy of the house
ploy, yet I feel pretty sure that I should suc- takes al! of the queen-cells out but one, and makes
ceed much better with the boys than any- /asmall bee-hive, with about twoor three frames
body else. They would do more work if I init. He divides this as he did the first, and gives
were with them, and I am pretty sure, also, | them one of the queen-cells and some brood and
they would enjoy the work more.
Now. | honey. After the queen hatches out they go to
then, dear reader, are there not Christ’s | work. This small bee-hive is used in raising
lambs in your neighborhood—lambs that are | queens, and is called the nucleus hive. A good
full of restless energy, longing for some one Italian queen is valued at S1, $2, 83, $4, and up to
to lead them, and ready, for any thing you | $6.00.
know, to be led to Christ Jesus, if you and I | There are different kinds of bees. The common
can Oaly have faith enough to accept the | black, or German brown, the Italian, the Assyrian,
responsibility,
and take hold of the work. | the Holy-Land, and the Carniolan bee. The most
May God help us to remember these /iftle | popular bee is the Italian; the Carniolan is said to
neighbors of ours!
be the gentlest bee we have. The Assyrian bee is
| said to be the crossest—so cross that a boy like me
WILLIE’S COMPOSITION ON THE BEE. | had better keep hands off, if he don’t want himself
| peppered with the venom of its stinger. The
queen-bee is now shipped in cages through the
AS READ BEFORE HIS SCHOOL FRIENDS.
' mails from the old countries, even from the city of
HE bce is a peculiar little insect. It feeds up- Jerusalem, where our Savior used to be, and
on the honey secreted in the flowers of our | brought over here and introduced in our hives.
reads and fields. It carries its honey to its | So, now, young friends, I have told you about the
home and storesit away in its cell to feed the | bec. May we learn a lesson from the busy bee, and
young bees, and also for winter food. | be always industrious as the working bee, and not
When the cell is full of honey they cap it over with as the lazy drone, whois stung and driven out of
WILLIE M. Bouton, age Il.
a white capping, making it very pleasing to the the hive.
Stanley, Putnam Co., O.
eye, and delicious to the taste. A good colony consistsof about 50,000 bees. A large bee, called the |
Very good, friend Willie; but it seems to
queen, presides over every colony of bees. In the | me your figures, 50,000, would make a roussummer time, in every colony are found lots of | ing colony. The number laid down in the
drones, which is the male bee. In the summer | bovks is, 1 believe, about 40,000; but this
season, when the bees are gathering lots of honey, would probably refer to a swarm in the
and the hive becomes crowded with bees, for want spring of the year, pretty near swarming
of more room they swarm out, making a wonder- time. We have more colunies of bees that
ful uproarin the air; the queen is among the last would run 20,000 than 40,000 even, in my
to leave the hive. After roaring around in the air opinion.
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Every boy or girl, under bb
years of age,who writes a |
letter for this department, CONTAINING
SOME VALUABLE FACT, NOT GENERALLY
KNOWNON BEES OR OTHER MATTERS,
will recive one of David Cook’s excellent five- cent Sunday - school books.
Many of these books contain the same matter that you find in Sunday-school books
costing from $1.00 to $1.50. If you have had
one or more books, give us the names that we
may not send the same twice. We have now
in stock six different books, as follows; viz.:
Sheer Off, The Giant - Killer, The Roby
Family, Rescued from Egypt, and Ten Nightsin
& Bar-Room. We have also Our Homes, Part L..and
Our Homes, Part IL. Besides the above books, you may have a
photograph of our old house apiary, takena great many years
ago. Initisa picture of myself, Blne Eyes,and Caddy, and a
slimpse of Ernest. We have also some pratty little colored
xictures of birds, fruits, flowers, etc., suitable for framing.
ou can have your choice of any one of the above pictures
or books for every letter that gives us some valuable piece of
information.
**4 chiel’s amang ye takin’ notes;
An’ faith, he'll prent it.’’
JIMMY’S TROUBLE
(6
‘

IN FEEDING

HIS BEES.

ER HE bees is swarmin’!” said Jimmy’s little brother Ted.
B i
* Guess
youre
mistaken —
wouldn’t be no swarms in the
middle ’f October.” said Jimmy,
as he started with a bound toward his four
hives, leaving his little brother trudging
after.
* Vell, I guess they be.” persisted Ted,
almost out of breath.
**Ouch! cracky! Ted, you run for the
house, or you’ll—myv! how savage thev be!”’
shouted Jimmy, as he made a great effort to
stand his ground. Ted did not obey immediately ; but a moment later he set upa roar
—such a roar as only a seven-year-old youngster can give when stung. Jimmy, in the
meantime, paid no attention to the cries of
his brother.
**Oh-um! how that does hurt!” said Jimmy. gritting his teeth. as he pulled a sting
from under his finger-nail. Bizz-zip! and a
bee sent his little dart in his eyelid, and a
third on his upper lip. The tears streamed
down his cheeks. as the pain coursed
through his eye; and to say that he felt like
sneezing, and couldn't, does not half express
it. Ted continued to roar loud enough to
rouse the neighborhood.
Perhaps half a
dozen bees were now buzzing about Jimmy’s
head.
**Cracky! I can’t stand no more o’ this,”
he thought ; and with two or three bounds |
he dashed into a thick clump of bushes near
the fence. When he thought himself secure |
from his little enemies. he muttered to himself, ‘‘ It served the little brat right for not
minding me as he ought ter, when I told
him to run tothe house. I'll bet he'll go an’
tell ma a lot of stuff. and then T’ll keteh it.
I wonder *—
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** Hello there! what is the trouble?” said
neighbor Green, who, hearing the cries of
the child, and seeing a peculiar rustle in the
bushes, had come to render assistance.
Mr.
(ireen is Sam’s father, Whom our little readers Will remember as the one who showed
Jimmy how to feed bees.
* W-h-o-t!” said Jimmy, who now ventured forth from his retreat. *‘‘ Oh! nuthin’:
I’ve been feedin’ my bees—that’s all.”
* Did I not see you running, a moment
ago?” said Mr. Green.
* Y-e-s; but I hain’t ‘fraid of no bees.
only **—
*T understand.” said Mr. Green. *‘ By
the looks of things [should say that the
bees are robbing. See there ! the cover of
one of your hives is off. There is exactly
where the trouble is. Evidently, by the way
the bees act. that cover has been off all the
morning. Cover the hive up immediately,
and close the entrance.”
Jimmy paid no attention, but commenced
fighting the bees, as if that were the most
important thing just then. Mr. Green. seeing that it was useless to tell him to do it,
now clambered over the ricketty fence and
fixed the colony. This done, he motioned
Jimmy to stand back a little.
** Now,” said he. *t you or somebody else
left off that cover.”
* Why,” replied Jimmy, when he had become more calm, ** me an’ Ted made some
syrup last night. Well, one of my hives
was weak, an’ was black bees; so | thought
I’d give ‘em lots of feed. I poured the
bread-pan clear up full, and before I could
stop it the syrup run allover the enameted
cloth and the outside of the hive. Well, 1
says to Ted,‘ We'll leave the cover off that
‘un, and put ’ton in the morning\’and ”—
* You forgot it!’ added Mr. Green, with
a pleased sinile.
** Well, “twasn’t «ll my fault. Ted he
forgot it too,’ said Jimmy, not willing to
bear all the blame.
* What did you leave the cover off for?”
asked Mr. Green.
**Why.so the bees could crawl over the
edge of the hive and lick it up.”
* The syrup. I suppose you mean, and not
the hive,” said Mr. Green, with an amused
look.
** Of course,” said Jimmy, as if any one
ought to know that.
** Now,” said Mr. Green, as he was about
to go, ** I have closed the entrance and shall
trust you to open it after a little. Don’t
forget it, for the bees will be likely to smother if left long.”
When Mr. Green had gone, melancholy
Jimmy began to brood over his feeding
operation,
*Confound the bees! he thought. *1
wish they didn’t have to be fed; an’ why
couldn't they act decent and not be a Jot of
crazy hogs? I ’most know Sam’s pa will tell
Sam that I run from the bees. My!
wouldn’t have him know it for ’—
*Jimmy! Jimmy! you come ‘ere right
away!” shouted a shrill, angry voice.
Jimmy obeyed very slowly ; and when he
had entered the house his step-mother began:
** And w’at did ye let this child get stung
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for? Say, now ; take that!” and his mother sympathetically, ‘how swollen your eye is!
how you must suffer!”
gave him a box on the ear.
This was too much for Ted, and he began
This, together with the stings. irritated
him, and he angrily replied :
to cry as if he were really about to die.
—
** When I saw how cross the bees wus |
* There, there!” said Aunt Julia; and she
told the little brat to go back; so now. He's began torub salt water or hiseye. She then
always botherin’ an’ taggin’ me round all instructed Jimmy to mix up a little clay and
over, an”’water, and bring it in. Ile obeyed very re** Not another word,” said Jimmy's moth- luctantly: and as he was getting it hesaid
er. gesturing with one hand. *‘ I'll tell yer to himself, ** It’s just like her to tell me to
I wish she'd gét.
father to lick ye when he comes home, and mix upa mess of mud.
hell put an end to your bee-business.
Mr. ° married.”
If there was any class of persons’,whom
Brown has been for a long time wanting us
to get rid of them bees, because he said they Jimmy despised, it was “old maids,” particwarly
Aunt Julia. After a little, Jimmy respoilt his fruit next to our line fence. No,
sir; you needn’t think you're going to feed turned with the mud paste. This, ** Auntie”
(as she styled herself), much to Jimmy’s disthem bees again.”
Jimmy's heart was full, and he began to gust, plastered over Ted's eye. When she
cry. He had hoped that he might make had tixed up Ted she proposed to Jimmy,
bees a success. So far they had cost nothing that. as his eye and lip were swelling badly.
except for the little feed he had given them he have the same treatment.
* [don’t want vour ole mud in my eye.”
the night before.
The first swarm had wighted on a bush in stoutly persisted Jimmy.
** Jimmy,” said his step-mother sternly,
the back yard, and Jimmy had managed to
hive them in an old soap-box.
Mr. Green. you let Aunt Julia poultice your eye.”
Jimmy
heroically
obeyed,
and
went
hearing of this, gave him three or four old
cast-away L. hives. These he had not used through the trying ordeal.
“If youre going to do that to every one
for some years as he now used and preferred
the chaff hive. He had an object in view in of my stings, youll have to plaster me all
helping Jimmy.
It was to win the boy to over.”’ growled Jimmy, very indignantly.
** Auntie” paid no attention, but said,
Sunday-school, in spite of the fact that his
mother said he had ** no good clothes.”’ Poor * There, now. I guess I have done all I can
Jimmy! His step
- mother was unlearned, | for you.”
muttered Jimmy, again, to
and overworked, and many times cross to | *TIump!"
her children. She loved Jimmy in her way. | himself,as the mud trickled down his cheek.
**
|
wonder
why
she don’t dose us with her
but did not and could not tell of the love of
All this kind of doctorin’
the Savior. The father was careless, good- old medicine.
natured, and what some folks call shiftless. don’t amount toa hill of beans, ‘cause Mr.
A good deal of the time he was out of a job. (zreen said so.”
“Jimmy. stop your mutterin’.” said his
Jimmy had never been taught of Christ, except now and then a word from Mr. Green, step-mother.
* I didn’t say nothin’, replied Jimmy.
whom Jimmy admired.
‘** You said sumpin’,” said Ted.
The wordsof his mother he had just heard
Aunt Julia prepared to go, leaving direcruined all his fond hopes of becoming a
bee-man like Mr. Green.
Ile thought of tions to bathe their faces in the morning
how many happy hours he had spent with with borax and water.
Soon after she had gone, Jimmy’s father
the bees; he had shown his boy-friends how
well he could handle bees. and had boasted of | came home. Throwing his hat on the floor
what * piles of honey” he was going to get in the corner, he said,—
next year. To give up his bees now, seemed | ‘** Hello! what you been doin’ with them
young ones, Lucinda?” and then he began to
to him cruel.
While Jimmy was mourning thus over in | laugh.
‘*T don’t see any thing to laugh at,” said
the corner, his step-mother’s tongue comshe rather curtly. *‘* Thisis all because that
menced again :
** T should think you'd be ‘shamed of your- youngster over there has been feedin’ his
self. See how little Ted’s eye is swelling, | bees. He daubed my stove all up; and beand how red it is.”
sides, as a result of his feedin’ operations,
While Jimmy was being scolded, Ted en- both of ’em have been stung as you see.
joyed it keenly. which,of course, did not| Aunt Julia has been overand poulticed their
:
just then make Jimmy feel very affectionate | stings.”
‘**[ should think so,” rejoined her hustoward his brother.
i
* Jimmy,” she said, at last, more mildly, | band, very much amused.
“you go an’ tell ole Aunt Julia to come over | Ted now, to excite pity from his father.
began to cry. The queer combination of
‘ere right away.”
down his
Jimmy obeyed ; but on his way over there | mud and tears, as it trickled
he said to himself, ‘* She’s nuthin’ but an | cheeks, did not call forth very much pity,
ole maid and an old quack, so she is. I _but,
|
on the contrary, considerable laughter
just know she’ll bring over all her old bot- from his father.
tles. Sam’s father said the best thing to do | ** Don’t you remember,” he said, after he
was to let stings alone, after you get the. =. down, ** that neighbor Green told us
stings out.”
that all this fussing with stings never
As soon as Aunt Julia came over she be- | amounted to any thing? He said that tingan to pity Ted.
_kering, rubbing on salt water, and all that
‘Why, you dear little fellow.” she said, | sort of thing only makes things worse.”
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Jimmy’s mother made no reply; but it | extra, but it was not quite so white as from white
was, quite evident that all her husband had clover, but very rich and nice.
said to the contrary had not altered her | Ma has made ginger cake of honey, but she likes
opinion one whit.
sugar best. I will give you the recipe:
We will tell you more about Ted and Jim8cups of honey; 1 cup of butter; | teaspoonful of
my next month; but now we must give way | soda; 1 teaspoonful of cinnamon; | tablespoonful
for the juvenile letters.
ERNEST.
of ginger.
lL came very near having a swarm of my own this
BEES IN TEXAS.
summer. IT was feeding my chickens, and I heard
Our bees gather honey from catclaw, mesquite, a swarm over my head. Tran to call pa, who was
horsemint, and many other small plants. It is so putting hay in the barn; and when he gotto the
warm that our bees are left on their summer | yard, expecting to find them settled, ready to hive,
stands all winter, and they never think of freezing. | they had “gone west.’ Pa followed them a mile
Papa’s bees are mostly Italians.
ADA MCPHAIL.
and a balf, but they did not wight. LuLu BIsBEr.
Gallinas, Texas.
Lyle, Mower Co., Minn., Oet. 15, 1886.
THE HEDDON HIVE.
My experience is, that cakes made with
Papa likes the new Heddon hive, but he says honey instead of other sweetening are not as
your chaff hive would be better for bees so far good, though I never saw the day when |
north. Last year we got 2500 lbs. of extracted hon- didn’t like honey-jumbles.
ERNEST.
ey from 20 colonies. One swarm put in 65 Ibs. in
three days when basswood was in bloom. This
GLADDYS MAUD.
year it was very dry, and pa thinks the frost killed
The following little piece of peetry Mabel
the basswood-blossoms. We did not get much hon- | lias just laid on my desk.
Whois Mabel ?
ey thissummer. I like to work and go to school.
Why, don’t you remember when she wrote a
Mancelona, Mich.
ENOIS SPRINGER.
letter for GLEANINGS. telling about her
I believe that Mr. Heddon does not claim papa’s bees, about a year ago?
Who is
that his new hive is adapted to outdoor her papa? Why. he is Neighbor II... that
wintering, but that as it is so light it can great big ‘Unele Hen.’ as the children
easily be carried into a cellar or other repos- all call him. He it was who furnished us so
itory. Its lightness, together with the fact | many and so nice queens for our trade last
that its frames are fixed, so as not to shuck summer, after foul brood broke out im our
around, he says makes it comparatively easy own apiary.
Who is Gladdys Maud?
That
to carry it to and from the cellar. For out- blue-eyed little chick over across the way.
door wintering there is nothing better than The lines below describe her exactly, far
the chaff hive, or at least chaff packing of better than I eould if I should try.
some sort.
ERNEST.
COUSIN MABEL’'S BABY-SISTER,.
I have a little sister,
HUBER, AND WHAT HE LS DOING.
Her name is Gladdys Maud;
But papa sometimes calls her
We have had no cold weather yet this fall, but
His
little * tiny fraud.”
we are expecting it all the time. How is Huber
And this darling little sister
now? He must be a big boy by this time.
Weighs all of eighteen pounds;
Decorah, Ia , Oct. 30, 1886.
ANNA BRICHNER.
Her eyes are blue as violets,
And her hair is short and brown.
Huber is getting to be quite a big fellow |
This precious little girlie
now, and he grows so fast that sometimes I
Ts.only
six months old;
think it can’t be Iluber any more.
Lately
Although her hair's not curly,
he has taken a great liking to machinery.
She’s worth her weight in gold.
and especially to our new big engine. If |
MABEL HARRINGTON, age 8.
you were to come here I think he would tell
There, now; don’t you wish you had a
you allabout how these big wheels go round. blue-eyed sister like Gladdys Maud ?
He likes to see the new machinery so_ well
ERNEST.
that we have been afraid he might get hurt,
CARNLOLANS THE CROSSEST BEES.
and so we have told him that he musn’t go|
near the wheels except when his papa, his | My papa has three kinds of bees—big brown, Italbig brother Ernest, or his brother-in-law | ian, and Carniolans. The Carniolans are the crossJohn goes withhim.
IHeand the engineer est bees he hus. Papa says that they are probably
have big times together; and when it is time across between‘the albino and brown Germans; at
for our big steam-whistle to blow, if Huber least, he thinks that they must be hybrids of some
happens to be around, the engineer lets him sort. Papa thinks that you and Prof. Cook and
blow it, and my! he toots so loud that it is some other wise men make some grand mistakes,
an actual fact you can hear him toot all such as bees producing wax by eating honey; bees
over town.
ERNEST.
gathering cotton and other fibrous matter to cap
their brood; the queen changing the sex of her
A GOOD REPORT FROM MINNESOTA.
We had 32 swarms last spring. We have 42 eggs at will; froth-bugs and leaf-bhoppers, and your
swarms now; they are all nice Italians. We have idea of a strain of queens that will not fight each
extracted 250 gallons of honey, and have 600 Ibs. of other. Papa says he would not give a cent a thousand for such queens.
SALLIE MORROW.
comb honey.
Wallaceburg, Ark., Oct. 6, 1886.
One colony, which did not send out a swarm,
filled 42 one-pound sections and three boxes of
It seems to me, friend Sallie, your papa is
frames. We never had such nice honey, nor so a little hasty. is he not? Prof. Cook
demmuch. The season has been so dry that honey is onstrates pretty thoroughly, by experience
so thick it is slow work to dipit. Our bees made and experiment, every thing he puts in
much honey from red clover, which we thought print; and I do not think either of us write
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KINDWORDS FROM (OURCUSTOMERS.
I received GLEANINGS, and. am much pleased
with it. I don’t know how I managed to get along
without it so long as I did. It is the best beejournal published, I think.
F. SOMERVILLE.
Monticello, N. Y., Oct. 29, 1586.
The 100 honey-tumblers
came to hand in due time,
und in perfect condition. I like them better than
the glass honey-pails. They are a great deal stronger, and cost less. The freight was $1.10, the same
as for 50 honey-pails.
Joun L. BONNAT.
Coulterville, 11L., Oct. 30, 1885.
|
Inclosed tind N. Y. check for GLEANINGS. L have
found that the money expended for GLEANINGS
has been a profitable investment. I huve become
very much attached to it, and it can’t come “any
too often.”” Your A BC book is one of the finest I
have ever seen.
C. L. WHITAKER.
Hamilton, Ohio, Oct. 26, 1886.
The celery-piants I got of you are doing so well,
und going so far beyond my expectations, that, for
want of knowledge to curry thei through, I inclose
sixteen cents for the little book on the cultivation
and winter care of celery.
A. A. WEBBER.
Hinckley, Ohio, Oct. 20, 1886.
°
_
_
_—
THE HOME READINGS.
My mother looks for GLEANINGS. She likes the
Home readings. She is for ever telling me of what
Mr. Root says of this thing and that, as if A. I. Root
is always right. Never mind; continue putting
your thoughts in print, for it helps others to live.
Shirleyville, Mass.
W. E. GRIFFIN.
Inclosed please tind one dollar. You may count me
as a life subscriber to GLEANINGS. My little nephew, Walter Somerford, of Grimes Co., Tex., came
to see me. and he had in his pocket the lth of
March No. of the above journal, and the first article | happened to read was headed ** Our Homes.”
| read first to myself, and then re-read it to ny
mother, wife, father-in-law, and two little children.
Washington, Tex.
JOHN M. Drew,
THE A BC BOOK, AND HOW EVERY THING BY ITS
DIRECTIONS WORKS TO PERFECTION,
The goods were received, all in first-class order,
for which | thank you very much. I have studied
your A BC carefully, and we followit just as nearly
as we van, and every thing works to perfection. My
bees are doing finely. From three wintered “skeps”
we had eight swarms. Our blacks are somewhat
cross to hive, but the Italians are like kittens. 1
nearly drowned one swarm of blacks before they
would give up, but now they are well-to-do people.
Mrs. CHAS. MCDONALD.
Centreville, Sullivan Co., N. Y., July 9, 1886.
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take notice from a letter in the Reno Journa’, from
the Mechanics’ Fair held in San Francisco, in September, 1886. Our honey here is very white and
clear, and free from any foreign flavor, and is
mostly from alfalfa and white clover. Your Simplicity took the premium at our State Fair, as also
did Novice’s extractor, and Talso came in for the
premium on honey for the best displayof sections,
extracted, and the best box, and a recommendation
for another premium, so you must think that 1 feel
very much pleased with my honey-crop this season,
Reno, Nevada, Oct. 18, 1886.
I. A. MOORE.

much from theory, but from actual practice
and real work. Now. if your father is studying and experimenting, day after day and
year after year, to bring out the truth, we
shall be very glad to have an account of his
experience.
a
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SIMPLICITY

BEE-HLIVE; FOUNDATION MILES,
ETC., AT THE FAIR.
The fair bus come and passed. The foundationwachine came just in time (the first day of the fair),
and was placed on exhibition, and attracted a great
deal of uttention, being the tirst on exhibition in
Western Washington. J sold all the A BC books
you sent me, and L got the first premium on Simplicity bee-hives. J] was successful in cerrying off
tne prize for the best “native honey in the comb.”
Of course, | had some of my best section honey in
competition with comb honey placed on glass, and
many were the remarks made in favor of the new
method over the old. I took great pleasure as well
us pains, in showing the people the advantages of
the Simplicity hives, and the manner of manipulation of the frames, sections, and comb foundation:
also Lhad asceond story with honey stored in sections just as they filled them. ‘“ And will the bees
fill them like that?’ was heard a great many times.
This has been a very unfavorable season here for
beesto store honey, us there have been scarcely
any tlowers since the white clover season closed.
which was short, on account of dry weather. 1]
transferred all iny bees this year into Simplicity
hives, except one which | bought in a Simplicity
| hive, and from it I obtained 65 lbs. of section honey:
and from some which ! transferred, I got 15 to 20
Ibs.; and from the rest (far the greater number) I
got nothing, but will have to feed several to keep
them from starving before spring. I am well pleased with every thing you sent. My good wife says
the Hunter sifter is just capital, and doesn’t see
how she ever got along without it before. She
likes to hear me read the story of Jane Meek &
Brother. She says. that a
so much like
“woman's rights.’’
. L. HOLLOWAY.
Chehalis, Wash. Ter., Oct. 188

A KIND WORD INDEED.
Dear Friend Root:—1 want to talk to you awhile,
not for publication, but to yourself, out of appreciation for your good influence in my home through
GLEANUNGS. | never saw you, but you area near
*“heart-acquaintance.””
I want to tell you, that
last July, a year ago, I followed Ernest's and
Maud’s examples and “ swarmed out,”’ and secured,
in Southern Kansas. a South-Eastern Ohio girl;
and being from near Dayton myself, my queen and
I shall claim a relationship with you, anyway.
My queen is a devoted Methodist, which will be
roy to you, and has read the Bible nightly, and
ed family worship every since we were married.
I have been brought back very near. if not right
to the foot of the cross through her influence,
and I know she won't stop till sheis satisfied ] am
planted firmly on the solid rock of Christ. The
good part is tocome. On the 2d of Sept.,in New
Orleans, she gave birth to a fine daughter, which
“NEVER HAVE HANDLED SO PERFECT A LOT OF we have named after that great and good woman,
STUFF.
Frances Willard, which name is a sufficient exposiThe goods you sent me were received. Though I tion of our principles. We feel we have secured a
have worked a great deal of material in my life, I gift from God, and shall try to bring it up in a
must say I have never handled so perfect a lot of Christian home. When my wife joins me again I
stuff as that was. Should I need more another sea- shall take my place at the family altar and do my
son, I shall send you my order. Iam glad to know duty. You have shown us very much in your
you are selling so much hive-material after your Home Papers how to draw near to God, bow te
misfortune by the fire. My bees are doing better secure the simpleness of heart so ea
to perthan ever before. I allowed them to increase from fect Christian love.
C. M. H1@Gins.
28 to 56 colonies, mostly by natural swarming.
I
Hahnville, La., Sept. 22, 1886.
had one swarm only that went to the woods,
(Our readers will notice that the above is not for
Oriedo, Orange Co., Fla.
J. S. WAMBLE,
publication. 1 have, however, obtained permission
from the writer to use the letter as I thought
HOW OUR GOODS TAKE IN CALIFORNIA.
yroper; and when I wrote him I earnestly entreat| have been very busy all summer, and have
y him to take up the cross and lead in family worreaped a pretty good harvest of honey—about 3000 ship himself in his own home, as he proposes.
ibs. from 40 hives; or, if they had all been Simplici- After the letter was gone I pray ed that God might
ty, I think I should have had 1000 lbs. more. Well, bless my feeble words. Tam bappy to tell you he
so far so good. Those little white sections of yours has just written me of his complete surrender, and
beat every thing there is on this coast, as you will of the establishment of the family altar.)
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| class of people who attend fairs, and make
exhibits.
A and Bare both good men—at
least, so I take it. The judges and superinLet nothing be done through strife or vain-glory; tendent are good men: in fact, I think that
but in lowliness of mind let each esteem other bet- bad men seldom get into such
places; that
ter than themselves.—PHIL. 2: 3.
is, the judges are usually selected from
those whose general tenor of life indicates
OR some time I have been considerin
that they wish to be fair and honest, and,
this matter of awards at our fairs anc
as
a rule, free from prejudice or partiality.
honey-shows; and I have been pained
IG
repeatedly to hear of hard feelings be- When I say that A and B are good men, I
cause of the way in which awards have recognize that they are human, like you and
been made. I have, at different times, been me, and are liable at any moment to be
one of the judges at fairs, and also have tempted by the evil one, so that their ordibeen several times exhibitor.
I have been narily good judgment and keen perception
I think I told you, years
awarded the first premium, and at different may be impaired.
times the second premium ; and I believe I ago, that 1 decided, even before I became a
have also made exhibits when I received no Christian, it was wrong for me to play checkpremium at all. As our fairs and exposi- ers, because I was sure to become too much
tions ure, without question, a wonderful excited by the game to feel charitable or
It used to be
means of educating the people. it seems ex- kind toward my opponent.
tremely desirable that we should try to get the same with me when [ went to spellingover or do away with any thing that hinders school, when we were allowed to “go up”
Well, our county and State
their usefulness. The Centennial Exposi- in the class.
tion tried to meet the matter by awarding fairs are very apt to encourage this feeling
of
rivalry
and
jealousy—a
good deal more so
no first premiums to anybody—simply giving
awards to every thing meritorious.
It did than checkers and spelling-schools, because
not seem to answer the purpose. however, if our money is involved, and frequently, also,
Iam correct; and I do not know of any bet- our opportunities for increasing our busiIf there
ter way than to give first and second premi- ness. Shall we, then, stay away?
ums, as most of our fairs pow manage it. were not enough good at our fairs to overHow, then, shall we avoid hard feétings, and balance the evil, I would say, stay away; as
the fierce jealousies that now and then spring it is, I think it our duty to go. But when we
up and make those who have been pier go, let us learn tobe men and women, and
friends
estranged,
sometimes,
may be, cultivate the spirit of the little text I have
for life? The following letter states the placed at the head of our chapter. Notice,
case so thoroughly I give it here entire, | dear reader, the wonderful beauty of the
| words of that kind-hearted veteran, Paul.
omitting names and addresses :
One recognizes at a glance that Paul had his
A. I. Root, Medina, 0.:
Dear Sir:—I wish your decision as to the follow- conflicts. and knew how it was himself.
ing: Mr. A exhibits one wax-extractor, one bee- | * Let nothing be done through strife or
One is almost tempted to
veil, one bee-feeder, one queen-nursery, one hook | vain-glory.””
that Paul had in his mind the matter
to lift frames, and one honey-knife—6 articles, and think
we have been discussing, when he uttered
he is awarded the first premiuim, or $10.00, for the the words. And, again, * But in lowliness
largest and best display of apiarian implements. of mind let each esteem other better than
Mr. B exhibits one swarming and transferring themselves.”’
Ilow completely these words
box; one queen and drone catcher (Alley’s); 7 bee- meet the case in question! and did we but
brushes; one bee-smoker; one hive-ventilator; one heed them and obey them, how fully should
bee-feeder; 80 bee-hives in flat; 60 zine honey- we be delivered from all strife and unpleasboards; one tool to make wire hooks in frames; one antness!
tool to put fdn. in frames; tweezers to catch queen
Our good friend A without a doubt felt a
and bees for caging; one wire-nippers; hammers, little spiteful toward
B because B had
all sizes; tacks and nails; brace and bits for boring brought out a larger and finer exhibit. Now
frames; screws and screw-driver; the A BC book, please have charity for friend A, dear
GLEANINGS and A. B. J., aud yet he received the friends, and don’t be too severe on others
second premium, or $5.00. Mr. A told the examin- like him, who are now and then tempted to
ing committee privately that the tools put in by Mr. do things they would never think of unless
B were not apiarian tools, as I learned from the su- under the pressure of something a little unperintendent afterward, and the superintendent usual.
Ican imagine A looking over at his
told the committee he thought they were deciding neighbor, and catching a glimpse of those
wrong. Mr. A first (ufter protest was made) agreed tweezers to catch queens with; also the
Poor
to leave it to you to decide, but later he backed ovt show of hammers of different sizes.
as to that, and wouid do nothing but hold all he bad A! Satan suggests to him, ‘* Look here, old
fellow:
If
you
had
brought
hammers
and
got by the award. Is Mr. B warranted in letting Mr.
A severely alone in the future, for his grasping self- nails, screw-drivers, and all the pincers and
ishness in claiming what he is so unjustly entitled nippers there were about the house, you
Now,
to? At the examination of bees for award on best might have made a big display also.
colony, Mr. B told the committee he conceded the I think it is your duty to quietly suggest to
examining committee, that, although
first to Mr. A, and extpeced the same courtesy in the
these things are very fine, they are not, all
return on tools, as it was so apparent.
J.L. D.
of them, implements for bee culture.’"* Why,
Probably many of our readers will recall don’t you see. dear friends, the matter could
to mind having had experiences quite simi- be put in such a way as to make it appear
lar to the above, especially if they are the that B had pretty good grounds for his sug-
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gestion to the judges » The judges, not be- |ings that flow into the heart, and, I think
ing very Well posted in regard to bee-imple- | I may say truly, into the purse, of him who
ments, may have concluded there was _ rea- | tries to obey the command of our little text.
son and justice inthe suggestion.
Their I remember the time when there was a little
roper way would have been, however, to strife in our town, about who should have
interview B,and ask him if he considered a certain kind of work. I do not like to
hammers and screw-drivers, strictly speak- | be beaten in any thing; and before I knew
ing, implements for bee culture; then each it, I was planning to get the work away
Thank God, howparty could have defended his position. Of from my competitors.
course, the judges would have to decide one ever, the influence of Christ’s spirit began
way or the other, eventually, for the ques- to strive with me; and finally I told the one
tion is like thousands of others that come up who had it in his power to let out the work,
~one that can not be settled definitely, but I would rather he would give it to the other
must remain, for all time to come, matters parties. Ile seemed a little surprised until I
of opinion, and on which good people may explained to him that they, perhaps, needed
honestly differ.
The superintendent, desir- the work more than I did; and as there had
ing to be fair about the matter, tells friend been some feeling in the matter already,I
B why his larger exhibit was given only the would let go what advantage | might derive
At this, friend B is terri- | in getting it myself, and finally told him I
second premium.
in letting them have it,
bly stirred up.
I feel exceedingly grateful should feel happy
to him for the compliment that he pays me and I did not tell an untruth, dear friends.
in suggesting that J should decide the mat- There came a feeling into my heart right
ter; but I hope he will not feel hard toward away, that the little sacrifice I had made
me when I say there is no way of deciding was laying up treasures in heaven, if not
it, that I know of, that will begin to com- here on earth. I have experienced this feelpare with the one suggested by our text. I ing many times, after triumphing over selfish
should say, ** Now, good friend B, as the de- feelings and jealousy; and, strange to tell, it
cision has been given by the judges, by all seems as if I had not lost any money by it
means drop the matter and let it rest there. either. A great many times it is a hard
May be you can not help feeling hard a lit- matter for judges to decide in regard to the
tle; but, dear friend. please try to think comparative merits of exhibits; and, again,
that what is your loss is your neighbor's they sometimes look at it somewhat in this
gain, and that it does not matter very much way:
after all who has the money or who has the
One man of considerable wealth and
honor and the glory in this world. Make up | means makes a large exhibit ; in fact, he exyour mind to be manly and liberal about it, cels in almost every thing. Another comno matter if it does look unfair and undervetitor, however, a man of limited means,
handed.
<A is your neighbor; and if he has
1as asmall exhibit, but has every thing very
shown a greedy and selfish disposition, try to nice. Tle has certainly done wonderfully
feel truly and
really sorry for him, just as well for one with so few advantages and
you would if he were your own flesh-and- with so little means.
Shall al/ the premiblood brother.
By no manner of means think ums be given to the man who has so much’?
of letting him ‘severely alone,’ as you term This, too, may be a question that all would
it. He is not a bad man; in fact, I think I not agree on. One of the judges may say,
am right in thinking you have always here- ‘It is our duty to make the awards without
tofore held him in high esteem. Hold him regard to the condition or circumstances of
in high esteem s/ill, dear brother; pass it the competitors; in fact, we ought to make
by, and Jet it go. ‘Let this mind be in you them as if we did not know the parties at
which was also in Christ Jesus;* * but he all.” Another might say, “But J think,
made himself of no reputation. and took friends, that it does make a difference who
upon him the form of a servant, and was the man is. The one who has accomplished
made in the likeness of men: and being in a great deal with very small capital and adfashion as a man. humbled himself, and be- vantages ought to be rewarded.’ A third
came obedient unto death, even the death of one may say. “I tell you, my friends, what J
the cross.’”
have been through these think about it. I do not believe it is a good
trials. dear brother.
I have cherished un- _ thing to give all the best premiums to one
kind and ungenerous feelings toward the| man. The premiums are offered with the
one who took the premium from me; and I view of encouraging agricultural industry.
have again, on the other hand, said to my- and let us divide them around a little, givself, when I felt the promptings of the ing each one something, to encourage him
tempter, ‘‘Get thee behind me, Satan.”
for the time and trouble and pains he has
{ have oftentimes of late been tempted to taken.”’ I might go on and give other simthink uncharitableness the most compre- ilar examples; but all I wish to show is, that
hensive and most common sin to be found the judges may be good men, and actuated
in the world.
If we cherish unkind and by the best of motives in making awards
uncharitable thoughts toward a fellow-be- that sometimes seem to us singular and uning, nobody knows what the end may be. called for. Now, is it not a great deal betIf these thoughts are not put away and ter to try hard to take a charitable view of
stilled, they may result even in murder; all these things? Search diligently for good
and who shall fathom the agony and re-| motives instead of evil ones, when you feel
morse one who has committed such a crime like criticising. To come back to our text.
is compelled to carry through life?
Ido _**In lowliness of mind let each esteem other
not know what this awful remorse is; but I ' better than themselves.’”’ You do not_bedo know of the wonderful and untold bless- | lieve you are actuated by narrow and selfish
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motives; then be generous enough to think | to judge not; but there are very, very few
enjoining us to expose a brother, and bring
at once that others are like yourself.
It cramps and wafps and deforms a man his iniquity to light, even when he is doing
Would it not seem, in view of this.
to get into the habit of thinking everybody wrong.
unscrupulous and unprincipled and greedy. that the tendency of humanity is much oftTry to be liberal-minded ; try to be whole- ener toward the one extreme than to the
hearted; try to be generous; don’t stop and other?—that is, difficulties among friends
pick and quibble about little things. Let it and neighbors are very rarely of such a charpass—let it pass, thinking that what is your acter as to demand lawsuits or public exposloss is another’s gain, and that, may be, it ure. Even in this great trouble that is before our people now about the intemperance
will do him more good than it would you.
And now a word in regard to that part of of our land, I believe we often err in being
the letter which suggests letting the indi- in too great haste to condemn too severely.
vidual severely alone. My friend, this *let- No doubt, something ought to be done in
ting alone” very often amounts to striking all these cases; but the question seems to
hima blow. I do not see how a Christian be, What is the wisest thing to do? If we
can possibly be excused for so doing, stop and ask ourselves what course will do
for the Master
says, “Love
ye your the friend in question most good, we shall
enemies; do good to those that hate you.” seldom be led astray.
A few days ago, one of the book-keepers
Now, you can not do good to a man by letting him ‘severely alone.”
It may not al- submitted a letter to me that she had written
toa man who had behaved very badly.
ways be best to speak to him, or to have
very much to do with him under certain cir- I told her it was too severe.
cumstances; but it is the duty of a Chris* But, Mr. Root, it is the exact truth.”
tian to be always striving to do good wher- said she.
‘I know it is, but I would not tell the exever an opportunity offers; and the lettingalone principle generally includes refusing act truth.’’ She looked at me a little inquirto do hima kindness when opportunity of- ingly.
fers. Now, if we are going to do good to
Now, friends if the erring one were one of
our enemies as well as to our friends, we your own family, and you were telling what
come pretty near promising to do good to he had done. that was wrong, would you tell
everybody, irrespective of what has hereto- the whole truth? I think not. You would
fore happened.
If you have never tried it, |soften it and omit unnecessary details, and
suppose you surprise some one by doing I think you would be doing right. Evil is
some little friendly act for him, even after bad enough without exaggerating it and
you two have had difficulties. Surprise him giving the full details as the sensational
by letting him see that you have conelnded newspapers do. Well, now, if you will softnot to treasure up or remember it against en itand put it mildly because the offender
him. My friends, we have not time to in- is a relation, why not consider all mankind
dulge in hard feelings toward «anybody. related to you through God the Father, and
some of the best lessons in this line I ever appeal to his better feelings, if possible. by
ot in my life were from our good friend stating his offense so mildly that he will re*rof. Cook. The good lessons were not in cognize you do not put it as bad as itis. It
the way of advice, but they were in the way is a very hard thing to do this when you are
of actual
experience and_ transactions. excited and stirred up; but I tell you. my
Sometimes I wonder how it is, and what is friends, it is a wonderful thing to be able to
the secret of the great hold he has on the control your feelings so as to hold back even
hearts of the people—not only the people of truths which it would be better not to utter.
Michigan, but abe
everywhere
he is or that are not necessary to be told. A good
known, either through personal acquaint- friend of mine once suggested to me that |
ance or through his writings. I think I should remonstrate with one who was acthave found the secret. What do you 9
ing very provokingly. Ireplied that I had
pose itis? Why, it is embodied in the little decided to do so a dozen times, but that,
text at the head of this talk, better than any when I began to consider the matter, I felt
words I can frame to tell it. The way is that I shonld say too much, and so IL said
open for you to go and do likewise. There is nothing. The reply was, “I think, Mr.
no patent right on loving your enemies, and Root, if you only had grace to do it, it would
doing good to those who hate you. There or, better from you than from anybody
is no patent right against putting away else.
strife and selfishness. Christ’s teachings
I have often thought of that word *‘grace”
are free to all. The saddest part of it is. —the grace to reprove, and yet do it mildly.
that so few are found to take advantage of kindly, and lovingly. How beautiful and
them, thus making not only this world lovable is this trait when we see it in others!
pleasant, but laying up treasures in heaven May God give us that coveted grace, even
by means of these same teachings.
though it seems as if we have not inherited
It seems to me that Satan sometimes it by nature ; and may he help us, that nothwarps our better judgment in these matters ing be done through strife or vain-glory.
by persuading us that it is our duty to bring May his Spirit sustain us and help us, in
the guilty to justice; and the evil one may lowliness of mind to esteem others better
even persuade some usually well-meaning than ourselves.
Now, a word more, in regard to this matman that he is doing God service in prolonging a useless quarrel and _ controversy. ter of not telling the whole truth when you
There are many texts in the Bible, command- are discussing some trouble with an oppoBoth of you are excited, and greatly
ing us to give way and to suffer wrong, and nent.
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disposed, when speaking to each other, to
state it a little stronger than the real facts
in the case will warrant.
Recognizing this,
be sure that all of your statements are a little below the mark, as it seems to you.
Your opponent is watching keenly for any
evidence of insincerity or untruthfulness on
your part.
He may bea bad man himself.
and therefore he is hoping to find you are
equally bad, and is ready, at the smallest excuse or provocation, to call you untruthful.
Be guarded and wary. Surprise and disarm
your opponent by statements so mild that
he will be forced to say in his heart. ** Well,
| declare! the fellow is fair, even if he is
right against me in this matter.”
He may
have been ready to call you a liar the minute
he catches hold of the very smallest exaggerated statement.
Make every point and
every complaint of his conduct a good way
inside of the line of truth, and then you are
on the safe side, anyway. We unconsciously
measure each Other, and just bear in mind
with what respect and reverence you look
up toa man whom everybody knows is mild
and fair, and within the bounds of truth in all
his statements. Don’t let the heat of controversy, or any temptations in the way of selfishness, lead you to overstate.
Be kind,
even to the unthankful.
The power and influence and weight of a man who is universally known to be kind and fair, even when
he has been misused, is wonderful; and
even bad and wicked men look up to him
with reverence and respect.
Shall we not
strive for such a reputation among men?

THE BEST FEEDERS FOR
BUSINESS.
N talking now upon feeders and their relt ative merits, [ hope I may not be underJJ ‘ stood as saying that the feeders which
I shall recommend are the best, but, in
my opinion, are the best we have tried,
for reasons which I shall presently give.
I believe that,in answer toa correspondent recently, I stated that we used and
preferred the bread-pan feeder. So we did
at that time; but a combination of circumstances has reversed my opinion. It occurred somethingin this way: About the time
we were placing bread-pan feeders upon the
hives, preparatory to feeding, our supply of
feeders gave out.
“Can't you find any more bread-pans?”’
said I to the apiarist.
“No,” he replied; ‘but there are some
old trough Simplicity feeders in the second
story of the house-aplary ; but, one of those
won't hold enough for feeding up quick.”
* Well,” said I, “if there are enough we
will give each colony three, which number,
I think, will hold about the same quantity
of syrup as one of the bread-pans.”’
We managed to scrape together about a
hundred. To every colony that still lacked
a bread-pan we gave three of these Simplicity feeders, placing them on top of the enameled cloth, the latter being turned back

Nov.

so as to allow the bees to come up and
‘drink.’ The bread-pans, with a piece of
cheese-cloth, were laid upon the enameled
cloth in the same manner, there being only
one to each hive. The feeders were filled at
night, as I have before explained in the
previous number.
We had not continued
our feeding more than a day or so before our
preference was decidedly in favor of the
Simplicity feeders, for these reasons :
Tin
TUT) ‘
WHIT) i)

BREAD-PAN FEEDER.
The cheese-cloths in the bread-pans, after
they are empty, in the majority of cases
stick to the bottom of the pans, and it is no
little task to pull them up; 2. The cloths
have always to be pulled away before filling,
which takes time; 3. The sides of the pan
being made of tin, and sloping at that,
makes it no easy matter for the bees to get
| at the feed ; 4. If the cloth is not laid over
the pan of syrup very carefully, a-good
many bees are apt to get drowned; 5. In
cool weather the bees will scarcely ever take
feed from them—from the fact. I suppose,
that the metal is cold to their feet. None
| of these objections
can be named against the
Simplicity feeder. With the latter it is only
necessary to raise the cover and pour in the
syrup—no cheese-cloth nor any thing of the
sort to fuss with. If the three feeders are
full of bees it is of no consequence; pour
the feed in just the same.
he bees that
are immersed in the syrup will craw] up the
partitions in the feeders, as it were, and
none will be drowned—at least, Ihave never
seen any dead bees in the Simplicity feeders,
and I have tried to so besmear the bees with
syrup as to drown them.
Perhaps some of
our A B C scholars would like to see a cut of
the Simplicity feeder, showing the partitions,
which prevent the bees from drowning.

Our Own APrARY.
CONDUCTED BY ERNEST R. ROOT.
FEEDING,

CULTURE.

AND

|

|
|
|

SIMPLICITY FEEDER.
It is simply a wooden trough; and the
fact that itis made of wood, constitutes one
of its chief points of excellence. The wood
is a non-conductor of heat and cold, and
during cool weather is not so apt to repel
the bees. Its wooden surface also renders it
an easy matter for the bees to gain access to
the feed, and the rough sides of the partitions, as left by the wabbling-saw, serve as
an excellent foothold to the bees in climbing,
even when besmeared with syrup. <A bee
that can’t climb up these partitions is no bee
at all, and ought to drown.
The fact that the Simplicity requires no
floats or cloths to be lifted out and replaced,
makes it possible to feed up a lot of colonies
in nearly half the time that the bread-pan
feeder requires. It not only takes less time
to fill the feeders with syrup, but the bees will
in every instance show their preference by
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emptying the Simplicity first. In perhaps a ing is a gallon of the former to 25 lbs. of the
score of hives, we placed, on top of the enam- latter. If the syrup is to be made on a stove,
eled cloth of each, three Simplicities and one our proportion is a gallon of water to 20 lbs.
bread-pan. In every instance the wooden of sugar. When heating the syrup by steam
feeders were emptied long before bread- we have to allow a little for the condensapans. If any of my readers are skeptical, let tion of steam. To get the proportions right.
them try the same experiments and note the we first weigh a pail of sugar, and then after
difference. I think your verdict will be that that simply measure the sugar by the pailyou will want no feeders except those made ful. Now, we do not mix the sugar and waof wood.
ter all at once, and then apply steam, but
Some one says, ** The Simplicity is too, we put just enough water in our extractorsmall.”’ It is just right for stimulating |can so that, when the gh evdeos ony amount
brood-rearing.
When it is desirable to feed, | of sugar has been added by degrees, the can
By the application of
say 10 lbs. of syrup at atime, I place ten of | will be full of syrup.
the Simplicities right on top of the frames, a little arithmetic we can determine how
side by side, leaving a bee-space between much water to put in the can so as to come
each feeder. Over this 1 place a couple of | out right. We will suppose, then, that we
Hill devices,
and lay the enameled cloth over have poured in the requisite quantity of
the whole.
But it is not often that we need |water. Turn on the steam and let the water
to feed that quantity at one time. That the snap until about the boiling-point: then
ete
gy is a good feeder, and will do good ‘scoop upa pailful of sugar, and with one
work,
Ido not deny; but [ only claim that hand, pour it on the hot water gradually.
and with the other one stir with the paddle
the wooden feeder is much superior.
I have mentioned.
Continue stirring until
FEEDING IN COOL OR FROSTY WEATHER. || the sugar is all dissolved, and the syrup
While we were feeding, a cool spell of looks transparent.
In like manner pour
weather with frosty nights came upon us. the second pailful, stirring as before, and so
and the bees seemed loath to take down the on until the proportional numbers of pailsful
feed as usual. As they had not then quite are exhausted.
If your calculations have
sufficient stores for winter, I did not wish to been right, and you have followed directions.
have our feeding prevented hccause of a little your can will be fullof beautiful clear syrup.
cool weather. ~It occurred to me, that if we | There ought not then to be any granulation.
should put the feeders directly upon the | though there may form a little scum on the
frames and cover with a chaff cushion. the surface of the syrup. The bee-feed is now
feed would be stored in the combs as before. hot, and will have to remain eight or ten
As the Hill device would have to come into hours to be cool enough to feed.
requisition soon, it would be just the thing | You will perceive that there is not a parto keep the cushion from sagging into the ticle of danger of burning the syrup when
syrup or prevent it from so covering the ‘heated by steam; and after the sugar is in
feeders as to exclude the bees from the feed. | we generally let it boil for 10 or 15 minutes.
We accordingly put chaff cushions on all| to make sure that it is all dissolved.
While
the hives, and arranged the feeders as I | stirring, occasionally run the paddle through
have indicated; i. e., with a Hill device the gutter that leads to the honey-gate, for
spanning the feeder.asheet of burlap cover- oftentimes it may become clogged.
ing the whole, and, last of all, the chaff cush- | Now. perhaps some of our readers may
ion to keep in the warmth.
The effect was think that, in making syrup, we go through
all I could desire, and the bees carried down a good many unnecessary operations.
Posthe feed as in warm weather.
If the weath- sibly we do; at any rate, for the last
er was too cold they would empty only the four or five years this is the syrup that we
Simplicity feeders, and the bread-pans re- | have fed to the bees, and our success in winmained untouched.
In view of these facts I tering during this time has been good, as
do not think we bee-keepers want. any feed- | our readers are aware.
Whether the syrup
ers made of metal, but of wood. and of the | has any of the credit, I would not say; but
simplest construction.
I believe it has been one of the important
factors.
MAKING SUGAR SYRUP BY STEAM.
We have worked up six or seven barrels of HOW TO GET RID OF LIFE - INSURANCE
AGENTS,OK ANY OTHER KIND OF
granulated sugar into gee for winter stores,
AGENTS,
by the use of steam. Perhaps some of our
readers might be interested as to our man- | One warm day, after the colonies had all
ner of making it. A barrel of sugar is taken been fed up, I was engaged in packing the
down into the ‘* wax-room,” as we call it, colonies in chaff. Wishing to take advanand unheaded at a convenient distance from tage of the warm weather as long asit lasted.
aularge extractor-can.
In this the syrup is Iwas desirous of getting all the colonies
made. The can is mounted on a box of the | packed before the cold set in, and conseproper height, both for convenience in work- quently was quite busy. While 1 was thus
ing as well as for drawing off the syrup from occupied I saw a familiar form advance tothe honey-gate into a suitable receptacle. ward me through the aisles of the apiary.
Closely adjoining is a steam-pipe to which is Yes, it was the life-insurance agent. <As I
attached a rubber hose, the latter reaching am a young married man, he was very desirinto the extractor-can; at the left of the ous that I should take a policy in his comsteam-pipe is a water-pipe.
With a long pany. While he was explaining the ** semiwooden paddle and a tin pail, every thing is tontine’’ plan and its advantages, and was
about to press his argument, I saw thatI
in readiness for making the syrup.
:
A _ bright thought
Our proportion of water to sugar for mix- was being hindered.
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| LerTuce IN THE OPEN AIR, IN THE MIDDLE OF
|
NOVEMBER.
| We have this morning pushed away the snow
from off the heads of Tennis Ball and “Deacon”
lettuce, and gathered a basketful of about as fine
| heads as any we ever saw, although not quite so
large in size as those raised in summer. I hardly
need add, that it was grown over the New Agriculture. The mercury has been several times down to
20 degrees—12 below freezing—but it does not scem
| to hurt ita particle. Before it gets much colder
we shall cover it with sash or oiled cotton cloth,
nights, or when it freezes severely during the day
time. Weare going to have a fine lot of it ready
for Thanksgiving. The * Deacon” is a new variety
that promises to be an acquisition. The leaves are
smooth, flat, and round. Jt is an cnormous grower,
GLEANINGS
IN BEE GULTURR. | and the heads are very handsome.
Published Semi- Monthly.
REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE INDLANPO—
LIS CONVENTION.
&.. I. ROOT,
THE above report is very neatly gotten up. It is
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER.
| a book closely written, of 32 pages. It is furnished
MEDINA, O.
| by the American Bee Journal for 25 cts. It seems to
SSS
me the matter contained init ought to be worth
TERMS: $1.00 PER YEAR, POSTPAID.
that to any enthusiastic bee-keeper. While I am
enee
about it, [ believe I omitted to make editorial menFor Clubbing Rates, See First Page of Reading Matter.
tion of the proceedings a yearago. Iregret this,
— SKS
as it embodied also a history of the N. A. B. K.S.
MEDINA,
NOW.
15, 18sec.
from 1870 to 1884. ‘The price is also 25 cts., furnished by the A. B. J. This latter book contains 64 pages.
Do all things without murmurings
and disputings.— PHIL. 2:14, While we are looking over these convention reports,
I feel moved to say that the editor of the A. B.
WE will give 15 c. each for May, 1875, GLEANINGS. lS should receive a vote of thanks for the very
OK GR rarSeka besa
:
| faithful service he has rendered at different times
ERRATUM.
IN the last column on page 900, in this issue, the | to this convention, or, so far as 1 know, at all conreference should have been to GLEANINGS for 1885, | ventions. He is a most excellent reader and speakand not to the ** Winter Care of Horses and Cattle.” |
| er, fu!l of good-natured pleasantry and enthusiasm;
and with the experience of the last two or three
FRIEND HUTCHINSON’S LOSS BY FIRE.
conventions before me, I for one should feel sorry
THE following is from friend W. Z. H. by postal:
to find friend Newman absent from any convention
We have lost nearly 1000 lbs. of our choicest comb honey, by
the burning, last night, of our railroad depot, where the honey I might have the good fortune to be permitted to
was stored preparatory to shipping. The postoftice, hotel, and attend.
a store were also burned.
W. Z. HUTCHINSON.
Oct. 26, 1886.
A GOOD TELESCOPE FOR A SMALL AMOUNT OF
MONEY.
THE BUSY BEE,
WHEN I was a boy Iwas greatly taken up witha
From Rev. E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo., we
have received a little work on bees, entitled, * The description of a home-made telescope, described by
Busy Bee; or, Bee-Keeping in a Nut-shell.”” It isin the great astronomer Thomas Dick. The glasses were
pamphlet form, and contains 40 pages of matter, good, but the tubes were made of pasteboard formof which something over half is devoted to bees, ed by rolling up old newspapers. They can be
aud the rest to advertising. It can be obtained made so as to slide one into the other, and answer
every purpose of the expensive brass tubes, only
from the address above. Price 15 cts.
when you draw the instrument out the tubes may
DISCOUNTS FOR THE MONTH OF DECEMBER.
come clear out and pull apart if you are not careUnt. Dee. 1 we will allow 8 per cent discount on ful. Well, we have just succeeded in getting a lot
all goods which, from their nature, can not well be of telescopes made in this way. The power is pretused until next season, as given in our last issue. ty nearly equal to our $2.00 brass telescopes,
During the month of December the discount will but the price is only 50 cts. Or we wil! send it for 2
be reduced to 5 per cent; in January it will be 4 per new names or 4 renewals. They can be sent safely
cent; in February,3 per cent, and in March 2 per by mail for
6 cts. cxtra. When drawn out the incent. After April 1, net cash as usual.
strument is 36 inches long; but it shuts upto 11’.
COMB HONEY IN GLASSED SECTIONS, AT ONLY 1015 inches. The paper tubes are nicely finished and
varnished, and the ends are capped with brass, so
CTS. PER LB.
In order to close out the lot mentioned on page the instrumentis not bad looking after all. We are
829, April 15, we will sell it in lots of 10 cases at 10% so confident that these will please the juveniles
cts. per Ib.; less than 10 cases, 11 cts. per lb. This is who have a love for telescopes and astronomy that
nice honey, and can hardly fail to give satisfaction. we will take any one back that does not give satThe only objection to it, that we know of, is, there isfaction—you, of course, paying postage both
is asheet of glass fastened on each side of asec- ways. They are made to be used as a marine teletion, and, of course, this glass is weighed up with scope. We hope to havea picture of the instruthe honey. See description on page referred to above. ment in our next issue.
struck me. Was I going to take outa policy?
* Oh, no!” I said to myself. ‘* Here isa hybrid colony ; I will accidentally (?) bump the
hive. I can easily stand a couple of stings.”
While this thought was passing my mind,
and I was about to execute my plan, lam
sure I looked
pleased. My companion.
thinking that I was about to tell him I
would take out a policy, advanced nearer to
me—just what I wanted.
‘* My! these bees are cross fellows,” said I.
My companion took the hint; and as he
started off on a kind of dog-trot (he weighs
200) he said, ** Good-evening; will see you
at another time.”
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AN AGENT FOR GLEANINGS AT EVERY POSTOFFICE.
A FEW weeks agol suggested that somebody at
every postoffice take the matter in hand, of visit"
ing all the bee-keepers, with a view of getting
them to subscribe to GLEANINGS, and that that
person should have 25 cts. for each name he sent in
from his own postoffice. The question arises, Shall
the one who acts as agent for GLEANINGS receive
25 ets. for sending inhis own name? To be sure, he
may; but before giving him this wholesale rate,
we wish him to call on all the bee-keepers neur
him, as mentioned above. If he does not succeed
in getting even one name, he may still have GLEANLNGS for 7% cts., providing he sends us the names of
those upon whom he has called. We want these
names to make upour list of those to whom we
send price lists once or twice a year. Now, we
hope there will be no rivalry in this matter. Let
the bee-keepers at each postottice decide upon
some one among their number to receive subscriptions. As I said before,
the supply-dealer of the
neighborhood would be the proper party, generally
speaking. 1 do not know how we can permit you
to take names from other postottices than your
own. This would virtually amount to cutting down
the price of GLEANINGS, and I think it better that
each agent should get a full dollar from cach subscriber. Be sure you state. when you send in
names to take advantage of this, that you are to be
agent at your postofiice.

CU LTURE.

GOODS

O17

NEAR YOUR HOME, AT A REDUCTION FROM REGULAR PRICE.
We have the following lot of goods at the places
named, for which we want customers. Now, it is
altogether likely that there is some one located not
very far from where these goods are who will be
needing just such articles, especially if he can
get thei alittle lower than the regu 'ar price, and
doesn't have to pay much freight charges on them.
In hopes that there are such persons, we append a
list of the articles for sale, giving the present value
| of the goods and the amount we will take for each
lot entire. We give a number to each lot, and the
name of the place where they are being held, subject to our order. Remember they are all perfect goods, just as fresh and new as if shipped
| from here. Remember, also, that at the price we
them we can not break lots; each lot must go
| offer
entire. In making your orders, please give the
number of the lot as well as the articles contained
init, and thus help us to avoid mistakes.
No.l
Aplington, lowa.
Ten 2-story portico hives, complete, in flat, for comb
honey, including m. c¢. frames, wide frames, sec
tions, separators, thin fdn. for sec., 71bs. brood fdn.,
|
and enamel sheets. The lot —s to $25.50. We
will sell it complete for
el
S22.00
No.2
Union City, Ind.
|
18 combined shipping and hone ¥ crates flat; 00 tin
separators for above erates; 26 pieces glass for
|
above crates; 40 metal-cornered brood-frames in
flat. Present value, $4.50; will sell for
$00
No.i
Nassau, N.Y.
b
200 wide cranesx,5
8 1-lb. sections, in tat, Worth
;
$4.00; will sellfor. .
ih
No
Riverside, N.
R3
‘500 1-1b, 7-to-foot sections. Worth ‘92 00; will sell for
175
No.
North Walton, N. Y.
100 metal-cornered frames, in flat, Present value,
—_
$2.50; will sell for......
abi
; xb ans
el)
No. 12
( ‘aribou. “Maine.
:
90 sections, 446 x 5x 1716 wde.,open on all four |
A BARGAIN IN WATCHES; ALSO, WoW TO GET A!
sides. Present value, $4.50; will sell for
‘oo
No.
Delaware, Ohio,
WATCH FREE.
%5
hottom-bourds
for
Simp.
hives;
210
tin
xe
parators
WE are now selling our 23d gross of Waterbury
for combined crates, Present value, ? 75; will sell s
Shes cibest<
SP
Sa eer ee 7.50
watches. The latest style is series E, which we
No.
U5.
‘Foster Brook. Pa.
‘
send postpaid and registered for $2.75. We have
100 wired m. ¢. brood-frames, in fet, including wire
q
ane tin bars. Present value, $3. 00; will sell for...... 2.75
on hand a few of the old styles, which are us good
Johnson City, Tenn.
timers asthe late styles. We should like to close No ‘One No.7 honey-extractor,
with basket, only 15 in.
deep. Present price, $8.00; will sell for.....
6.00
out these old styles, and, in order to do so, we make
Cairo, W. Va.
the following low prices on these watches, regulated No. 17.One 2 story Simp. hive.
rigged complete for comb
honey, and 5 Ibs. fdn.. i thin, for sections, and 4
and tested to run in the pocket:
tor L. frames. Present value, $5.25; will sell for..... 4.75
Series C, ponreee
aie ae ae a gala Retire pe
. S250 No. 19.
La Salle, 1)
Typha
Wa SRS EGER 9 pet ap or ears eae
2.00
6-in. foundation mill. Present value $135.0 will sell s
Mik wih Riad £6016 45 DSR RRK UAT EDS d CORD EGA codWee's spdeendges.e ww
ya
Mtl
Rs Patdcw tee iuek 6 AS Ried teh
1.50
Marcos, Texas.
Who ever heard of a watch that would keep good No. 20.5000 prize sections.At San
Present value, #22.5); will sell for 19.99
time, for such an insignificant sum? and if you No. 21.
At Braintree, Vt.
1A BC
1 lamp nursery, minus the thermometer;
haven't the money to send, I'll tell you another way
book, in paper, edition of _ 4% lbs. thin fdn.
cscs carers a)
to get them:
Pre-ent value. PBS WHE OM FOG rics sconces
A. |. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
To the person sending 5 new subscriptions to
GLEANINGS, at $1.00 each, we will send a new “ SeADANT®S FOUNDATION FACTORY, Wholeries E”’ watch, postpaid, free; for 4 new subscripsale and retail. See advertisement in ‘another
Bbtfd
tions, a “Series C’’ watch; for 3 new subscriptions column.
and one renewal, a “Series B’’ watch; and for 2 Wante
To exchange for cash, three farms, five
¢ miles soutb of Atlanta, Ga., one’ with
new subscriptions, and 2 renewals, a “Series A”’
and two with 43 acres each. Call on T. A.
watch. Where is the girl or boy who can not, with 92%
PoOoLE, near farm, or address E. B. PLUNKET,
u little effort, induce his bee-keeping neighbors to 22-23d
Palmetto, Manatee Co., Fla.
take GLEANINGS, and thus get a watch free? As
our supply of these old watches is limited, you will FOR
SALE
CHEAP.
have to go to work at once, or they are likely to be
Owing to different arrangement of machinery in
all gone.
our new building we have for sale at half their cost
the following:
Three 18-in. adjustable drop-hangers for a2 15-16CONVENTION NOTICES.
in. shaft. Cost $10.00 each; will sell for $5.00.
Nine Cons adjustable drop-hangers for a 2 7-16-in.
Nebraska bee-keepers will “meet for their next annual session in Lincoln, Neb., on the second Watwsreey in Jan., 1887.
shaft. Cost $10.00 each; will sell for $5.00.
PATTERSON, Sec.
Ten 30-in. iron pulleys, 10-in. face. for a 2 7-16-in.
shaft. Cost $8.00 each; will sell for $4.00.
THE MICHIGAN STATE BEE-KEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION.
Exhaust-fan that has run six years, but has be
The exeeutive committee for the above association are at
work getting every thing ready for their next annual meeting, come too small for our a costing over $100.06
Dee. 1 and 2, 1886. A large and varied panne ©is5 oe Na
©
when
new; will sell for $25.00
pared. Several eanelites papers have beenp
The hangers and pulleys are just as good as new,
ineeting will be in Grange Hall, in Union Block.oy “*headquirters at me Hawking House, where reduced’ rates have and a bargain to the man who needs them. The fan
heen secured.
silanti offers many attractions to its visitors, is some the worse for wear, but with a little repair
and it isisexpec as this will be one of the largest and best meet
ings ever he!d by this association, A cordial invitation is ex- will do good service for years to come.
- ROOT.
D. CUTTING, See
tended to all,

Fi4
ti
‘918
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Nov.

EXCHANGE
DEPARTMENT.
BE
SURE
Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our
fo send a postal card for our illustrated catalogueof usual
rates. All ad’s intended for this department must not
exceed 5 lines, and ar must SAY you want your ad. in this department, or we will not be responsible for any error. You
APIARIA
cisewhere.
It eon SUPPLIES can
the notice as many lines as you please; but all over
tains illustrations and descripttons of every thing five have
lines will cost you according to our regular rates. Of
changes:this departmen: is intended only for bona-fide exnew and desirable in an apiary,
¢
Ae
s,
AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
ITALIAN

QUEENS
AWD
BEES.
J. C. SAYLES,
Hartford, Washington Co.. Wis.

2 tfd

FIRST

IN

THE

FIELD! !

The Invertible Bee-Hive
Invertible
INVERTIBLE
TOP,

Frames,

SURPLUS
BOTTOM,

-

CASES,

AND

ENTRANCE
FEEDERS.
Catalogues Free. Address
J. M. SHucK.

DES
MOINES,
4-3db

SUR

lowa.

TO

SEND
FoR MY NEW
PRICE LIST FOR 1886,
Before purchasing your Bec-Supplies. Cash paid for Beeswax. 7tfdb
A. B. HOWE, Council Bluffs, Ia.
PREPARE FOR WINTER.
We have unequaied facilities for manufacturing
the Root chaff hive at a great reduction from ruling
prices. Mr. Zeno Doty, Grafton, Neb., writes July
“th, “Your material, make, and price is far better
than [ can get anywhere else.”” Send for price list
and special prices for this fall.
l6tfdb
. F. STAUFFER & CO., Sterling, lils.
ADANT’S FOUNDATION FACTORY, WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL. See adver tisement in another column,
GOOD

NEWS

FOR

DIXIE!

SIMPLICITY HIVES,
Sections, Extractors, Smokers, Separators,
&c., of Root’s Manufacture, Shipped
from here at BOOT’S PRICES.
Also 8. hives of Southern yellow pine, and BeeKeepers’ Supplies in general. Price List Free.
J. M. JENKINS,
WETUMPKA, ALABAMA.
THE

CANADIAN BEE JOURNAL.
WEEKLY, $1.00 PER YEAR.
JONES, McPHERSON & CO., Publishers, Beeton, Ontario, Canada.
The only bee journal printed in Canada, and containing much valuable and interesting matter each
week from the pens of leading Canadian and United
States bee-keepers. Sample copy sent free on receipt of address. Printed on nice toned paper, and
in a nice shape for binding, making in one year a
volume of 8&2 pages.
ot

W ANTED.- -To exchange my Given fan. mill. good
as new. | will take honey, or good winter apples for it.
L. BECKWITH, Berlin, Wis.
| \ 7 XNTED.—Honey, extracted preferred, in exchange for hives, frames, section boxes, sawmandrels, and bee-hive machinery. What have you
got, and what do you want for it?
20ttdb
D. 8S. HALL, So. Cabot, Vt.
W ANTED.—To exchange for cash, or good horses
and mules, 200 colonies of bees in Simplicity
frames; also 40 acres of land adjoining the city.
20tfdb ANTHONY Opp, Helena, Phillips Co., Ark.
MIRE! Fire! Fire! Brother bee-keepers. you all
want my LIGHTNING FIRE-KINDLER, costing about the same, almost as necessary, and but
little more trouble, than matches. Perfectly safe.
No litter. Time, temper, and match saving; household convenience. It makes a fire immediately.
Lasts a lifetime. Just the thing for your smokers
when made one-fourth of the common size. Sent
by mail for 20 cts.
20tfab
S.S8. BetTLer, Los Gatos, California.
\ TANTED.—To exchange bees for land south of
the Ohio River. Also for sale. about 120 Ibs. of
wax and a six-inch Pelham fdn. mill.
M. J. HARRIS, Clay City, Clay Co., Ill.
\W ANTED.—To exchange for extracted white clover or basswood honey, one foot-power saw:
also one 10-in. Pelham foundation- mill, with CippaE:
tank, etc., nearly new.
W.S. WRIGH
21tfdb
365 W. Van Buren St., Battle Creek, Mich.
ay .—To exchange for extracted honey.
cash, or offers, one Adams horse-power, cost
$10.00; never has been used over half aday. I will
take $20.00 for it. It is just as good as when it came
from the factory. 22-23dC. M. Dixon, Parrish, Ill.
W ANTED.—To exchange 3 trios of fine Koyal Imperial Pekin ducks, for sections. They are
prize-winners. A few more premium Wyandotte
and Plymouth Rocks to exchange for cash or sections, 414x4'!,x2 in., as you prefer, or beeswax, or
comb foundation. I have all choice birds.
22tfdb
Lours WERNER, Edwardsville, Il.
STILL have 4 tested Italian queens; to close
them out I will take $1.25 apiece, or the lot for
$4.00; or I will take Fite aes f
ies in exchange.
22d
F. UHL, Millersburg, Ohio.
\ 7 ANTED.—To exchange for pure extracted. honey, apiarian supplies, or offers, one Star bicycle, but little used.
rite for description.
Address C. H. Wares ote Bucks Co., Pa.
1 VARIETIES raspberries; fine plants, | new
varieties, in exchange for comb or extracted
honey. For particulars, address E.T. FLANAGAN,
Box 995, Belleville,
TL. DPF
able
in small fruits.
.
Pde
\ TANTED.—To exchange for cash or offers, 2clarionets, A and C, cocoa wood, 13 G. 8. keys; used
but little, and good as new; cost $40.00, will take
$20.00 cash. A. LUDDEN, at aad Shelby Co., Iowa.
22-23-24
W TANTED. — Extracted honey for ure Pekin
ducks, cockerels from Corbin
Rocks, L.
| Brahmas, and Wyandottes; one black and six hybrid queens; also plants in ma gyTE Fieger
t. Vernon, and
| raspberry, Cumberland Triu mp
| Sharpless strawberry. Please state price of honey,
G. A. FARRAND,
, and what is wanted,
| Qed-Da5
Kamm’s, Cuy’a Co., Oo,
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Names of responsible parties will be inserted in
any of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 2u cents each insertion, or $2.00 per annum,
when given once a mouth, or $4.00 per year if given
in every issue.

924
M5
95
927
047
O34
941
$1.00
Queens.
46
37
Names inserted in this department the first time withWL
2 out charge. After, 20c each insertion, or $2.00 per year.
955
938
930
938
Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
7 Italian queens for $1.00 each, under the following
948 conditions:
No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,
93y
or anything of the kind, only that the queen be rearg
ed from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced
49 to lay when they were shipped. They also agree to
48 return the money at any time when customers become impatientof such delay as may be unavoidable.
Bear in mind, that he who sends the best queens,
put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most orders. Special rates for warranted and tested queens, furnished on application to
any of the parties. Names with *, use an imported
HEADQUARTERS INTHE WEST queen-mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us
and we willsend you another. Probably none will
FOR THE MANUFACTURE AND SALE OF
be sent for $1.00 before July Ist, or after Nov. If
wanted sooner, or later, see rates in price list.
Bee-Keepers’ Supplies.
*A.T. Root, Medina, Ohio.
CHAFF AND SIMPLICITY HIVES FURNISHED
*H. H. Brown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa. I1tf
AT A GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICE.
*Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, La.
Istfd
*8. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O.
19tfd
Nice Sections and Foundation, Specialties. A full
*D.
G.
Edmiston,
Adrian,
Len.
Co.,
Mich.
19tfd
line of Supplies always on hand. Write for our new
*8. G. Wood, Birmingham, Jeff. Co., Ala.
19ttd
Price List. Cash paid for Beeswax.
22tfdb
*E. Kretchmer, Coburg, Mont. Co., lowa.
19tfd
*Jos. Byrne, Ward’s Creek, East Baton Rouge
A. F. Stauffer & Co., Sterling, Ul.
19ttd_ Par., La.
J. W. Winder, Carrollton, Jeff. Par.,
New Orleans, La.
3tfd
*E. Burke, Vincennes, Knox Co., Ind.
3-1
One-Horse-Power Shipman Engine
C.C. Vaughn, Columbia, Tenn.
lstfd
Bloomington,
Ill.
1itfd
FOR
SALE.
J. B. Hains, Bedford, Cuyahoga Co., O.
littd
We have for sale a one-horse-power Shipman
coal-oil engine that bas been run5 months. We received it in trade tora larger one, as it was too
small for his work. The price of a new engineof
this size is $125.00. We will sell this for $100.00, and Hive
Manufacturers.
include a Li-gallon galvanized-iron oil-tank, costing
%5 00, and a gualvanized-iron pan for the engine to
sit in. The above engine is in first-class running
Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices
order, and will be shipped from here. One of these named,
as those described on our circular.
engines, sume size, has been running our countyA. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
paper printing-press for the past year, and pleases
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par., La. litfd
them much better than the 2-horse-power Payne
C. W. Costellow, Waterboro, York Co., Me.
1-238
engine they formerly had.
R. B. Leahy, Higginsville, Laf. Co., Mo.
Mitd
A. I. ROOT, Medina, 0.
}. Kretchmer, Coburg, Montgomery Co., Ia. 15tfd
C. P. Bish, Petrolia, Pa.
19-23
NOW
READY.
Photographs of all the principal beeKeepers, including Langstroth, Newman, Root,
HOW
TO WINTER
BEES.
King, Heddon. Demaree, McLain, Stanley, Given,
Essays by James Heddon, Prof. Cook. G. M. DooVan Deusen, Mrs. Harrison, ete., 120 pictures, name little,
E. Manum, G. W. Demaree, J E. Pond. Jr..
under each, size 11x14; $1.0 by mail. Fifty of the J.H. A.
C. W. Dayton, and P. R- Russell, all
principal ones. larger, on sume size card, same appear Martin,
in
the October number of the American
price.
224
E. O. TUTTLE, BRISTOL, Vr.
Apiculturist. Send 10c in stamps fora copy.
Address
AMERICAN APICULTURIST,
21tf
Wenham, Mass.
FOR
SALE
CHEAP.
ADAN'T®S FOUNDATION FACTORY, Wholesule and retail. See advertisement in another
Owing to different arrangement of machinery in
Bbtfd
our new building we have for sale at half their cost column.
the following:
Three 18-in. adjustable drop-hangers for a2 15-1640-Horse-Power Engine for Sale,
in. shaft. Cost $10.00 each; will sell for $5.00.
Nine 18-in. adjustable drop-bangers for a 2 7-16-in.
Our new automatic cut-off 90 horse-power engine
shaft. Cost $10.00 each; will sell for #5 00.
is now driving the machinery in all our buildings.
Ten 30-in. iron pulleys, 10-in. face. for a 2 7-16-in. Now, we want to dispose of 01 rold40 horse-power enshaft. Cost $8.00 each; will sell for $4 00.
gine which has dune such faithful work for us for
Exhaust-fan that has run six years, but has be- the last eight years. It isa standard plain engine,
come too small for our needs, costing over $100.06 Lord & Bowler make, 12x20, with a 9-foot balancewhen new; will sell for $25 00.
wheel and a 6-foot fly-wheel. We will offer it. put
The hangers and pulleys are just as good as new, in good repairs. for $35000. We will throw in the
and a bargain to the man who needs them. The fan stone upon which the bed-plate is bolted, free of
is some the worse for wear, but with a little repair charge. For further particulars, write us. Whom
will do good service for years to come.
shall we hear froin first?
I. ROOT.
A. i. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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CITY MARKETS.
KANSAS CiTy.—Honey.—The demand is good for
all grades, and receipts have been very large of
comb and extracted, our home bee-men having
kept out of the market until this month, Having
glassed every one-pound section on both sides, they
are reducing prices, selling 60 pounds of glass with
160
unds of honey, making our market lower.
Their crop is about 70,000 lbs. White cloverin 1-lb.
sections, 12@13; in 2-lb. sections, 11; in %-lb. sections, 13@14. Dark, in 1-lb. sections, 10; in 2-lb. sections, 8@9. California, in 2-ib. sections, 9@11. Extracted, white clover, 6c; dark extracted, 4@5; California white sage, extracted, 54: amber, extracted,
Se. Beeswax, 22c.
CLEMONS, CLOON & CO.,
Nov. 20, 1886.
Cor. 4th & Wainut St’s,
Kansas City, Mo.
PHILADELPHIA.—Honey.—The new comb honey
coming in shows good quality. There was but little comb held over, and consequently new arrivals
sell well. Fancy white comb in 1-lb. sections, in
paper boxes or glassed, commands 12@14c; and 2-lb,
sections, glassed, 10@12c; while lower gradesof both
sizes go at 8@1le. Dark pungent - flavored buckwheat honey will probably be a good crop, and go
lower. The crop in New York, Pennsylvania, and
Vermont, is reported fair, while Illinois, lowa,
Kansas, and Wisconsin are said to have yielded well.
A small quantity of Southern strained irregular
honey comes here, and sells as low as 50c per gallon.
The crop there is large. Eastern honey in barrels
sells at 5@6c. The California crop is reported heavy,
and the 5-gallon cans (two in a case) find ready sale
in the East. In consequence of the big crop of this
splendid California honey, and low freights, there
have been a number of cars disposedof here already at 4'.@dc per |lb., and much larger sales are
expected in cooler weather.
PANCOAST & GRIFFITHS,
242 South Front St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Sr. Louis.—Honey.—We have to report the honey
market dull. Market overstocked, and, to make
sales, former prices bave to be shaded, Choice
white clover, 1-lb. sections, 12'.@1sc; 2 |b... mixed
stock, 10@12c. Extracted, white clover, in tin cans,
5@6c. Southern, in bbls., 304!5¢, 2s to quality. California honey, white sage, comb, 1I-lb. sections,
10@12c. Extracted, cans, 5@75'sc. Beeswar, as it
runs, 20c; selected, 22@23.
M. B. WestcoTr & Co.,
Nov. 22, 1886.
108 and 110 Market Strect.
DETROIT.—Honey.— Best white honey in 1-lb. sections, 11@12\%c, with a large supply in commission
houses. Beeswax, 238c.
M. H. Hunt,
Nov. 21, 1886,
_ Bell Branch, Mich.
CuicaGo.—Honey.—Demand light, and offerings
quite free. White comb honey, smali frames, well
tilled, 122@138c. White comb honey in same size
frames, not well finished, 10@1lc. Extracted ranges
from 5@6c. Beeswar, 22@25c. KR. A. BURNETT,
Novy. 23, 1886.
161 So. Water St., Chicago, IIL.
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Wantrep.—A barrel of thick, well-ripened clover
| honey. New York or Ohio preferred. Address, with
samples,
V. FE. SKINNER, Brightwood, D.C,
|

Untested
Queens
Ready to Mail
4LL WINTER
LOWG.
I have now on hand untested queens ready to
send out by first mail. In regard to my responsibility, | would refer you to A. I. Root, with
whom I
received instruction in bee culture. The friends
who order these queens during the winter time are
expected to have suflicient experience to take care
ot them when they are received at the postoftice.
In the Southern States, where the winters are so
mild the bees can fly almost all winter long, of
course there will be little more difficulty in receivnd them in the winter months than at any other
time.
N.‘
ADAMS,
Sorrento, Orange Co., Fla.
|
|
LITTLE SAMSON
NO. 1.
Three-horse- power engine for sale; been used
| only 8 months. Made by Millar & Son, Utica, N. Y.:
24-inch balanece-wheel, and 8-ineh driving-pulley.
Cylinder has 4-inch stroke. Governor complete.
Good as new, and in perfect working order.
Price
$50 cash; cost us S90.
KF. D. WOOLVER,
25-24
Munnsville, N. Y.
|

ps7|

LSIKE and white
wholesale,

clover seed at retail and
E. 8. HILDEMANN,
Ashippun, Dodge Co., Wis.

10-INCH FOUNDATION-MILL FOR SALE.
A friend at Carson City, Nevada, has one of our
improved 1t-inch foundation-mills, with dippingtank and boards, that has never been used, he having
been taken sick soon after he received it. At our
present prices itis worth over $23.00. We will sell
it for him at $22.00 for the outfit complete. This is
a good chance for some Western bee-keeper, who
| wants au mill,to save quite a sum in the way of
|| freight charges.
;
A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
HOW TO RAISE
COMB
HONEY.
Price 5c. You need this pamphlet, and my free
bee and supply circular.
1stfdb
OLIVER FOSTER, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.
Recent Additions to the Counter Store.
THREE-CENT COUNTER.
4 | HINGE HASP, entire or
length, Gin...... | 28

FIVE - CENT COUNTER.
BINGE HASP, length I0in...... ........ {| 401350
New York.—Honey.—There is a good demand for | 9 |Sime
as 3 cent one, but larger.
finer grades of comb honey, both 1 and 2 ib. sec3 | HAIR-PINS, 100 assorted................. | 4514 00
tions. The market is well stocked, and with the
In a neat box with 4 compartments, and 2 in each.
large receipts coming in from the West we shall
HOOK, BEASS ......... ..-... | 35/800
be obliged to reduce prices accordingly. in order to | 2'/"WARDROBE
A new design; very pretty and convenient.
make sales.
THURBER, WHYLAND & CoO.,
}
| SCHOOL SLATE. 10xl4 frame .... ....... | 4814 50
= We have sold slates a good while, but never so large a one as
Novy. 23, 1886. Reud and Hudson Sts., New York.
this fora nickel.
TEN - CENT COUNTER.
Boston.—Honey.—No change in prices; demand |
BLAKE & RIPLEY,
fair.
i) wsbs< 0
ty 2oOo duee kc tla eibieut tne stab | 90|8 50
Nov. 22, 1886.
57 Chatham &t., Boston, Mass.
This is the best thing I ev,
4a
_—
er came across in the shape
mm
of a horse-bru-h. It is so
CLEVELAND.—Honey.—The market is dull but
stiff that it will take the
steady. Best 1-lb. sections are taken slowly at
mud off ina hurry,and yet
ae gy second grade of white, Il-lb.,12@12'%. Best
it is not so stiff as to be in2-lbs., white, unglassed, 11@1!2. Buckwheat hardly
jurious as a curry-comb
sometimes is. The men who
salable at any price. Extracted, 6c. Beeswaa, 25c.
have
used
them
are
loud
in
their
praise
and would not be withNov. 22, 1886.
A.C. KENDEL,
out one. Ihave known men to pay 7 cts. for one little if any
115 Ontario St., Cleveland, O.
better than those we sell foradime. Besides being a good
horse-brush, they make an excellent scrub-brush.
For SALE.—A bout 1000 lbs. of dark fall honey, for
| 80| 7 00
1 | SEWING-MACHINE NEEDLES
which I will take sc per lb., delivered on board of
For any sewing-machine made. Three assorted needles,
cars. It is in J-lb. sections, 48-lb. cases. Also 400 lbs. cloth-stuck
ina p»per. These are very good needles. Three
papers for 25 cents.
extra clover and basswood in same shape, at 12c.
A. ¥. ROOT, Medina, O.
EZRA Bakr, Dixon, Lee Co., Il.

